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Munesu Shoko

T
he COVID-19 pandemic presents significant 
challenges and is likely to have a substan-
tially adverse impact on the global economy. 
Renaissance Capital believes that commod-

ity prices could fall closer to trough levels in the 
near term and make significant cuts to mining 
companies’ earnings forecasts.

In fact, commodity prices across the mining 
industry have been declining as the industry con-
siders the devastating aftershocks of this “Black 
Swan” event. Minerals Council South Africa 
forecasts that the industry may be losing about 
R1,5-billion a day in South Africa during the lock-
down period. 

Arnold van Graan, mining analyst at Nedbank 
CIB, reckons that this pandemic will have a nega-
tive impact that goes beyond production losses. 
The mining sector employs over 450 000 people 
in South Africa, and with operations put on hold, 
this will not only result in production losses but it 
will hurt the economy too. 

The Minerals Council has urged the South 
African government to allow the mining sector to 
return to work at the end of the initial 21-day lock-
down period, or face permanent damage, having 
already estimated the loss of a fifth of April’s pro-
duction and R7-billion in wages during the period.

It is encouraging to see that, at the time of writ-
ing, the amendments to the Disaster Management 
Act regulations had heeded this call by allowing 
a phase-up in mining capacity to 50% during the 
lockdown period, but with all the preventative and 
mitigating controls in place to fight COVID-19. 

While mines can now scale up operations to 
50% during the lockdown, navigating the complex 
challenges brought by this unchartered territory 
is expected to require strong leadership to steer 
their companies through uncertainty and trans-
form in the face of disruption. 

In a recent interview with Andrew Swart, global 
mining & metals leader at Deloitte, he told me that 
a period of volatility like this one may offer unique 
opportunities that mining businesses can lever-
age if prepared. He is of the view that in such 
difficult times, the natural instinct is always to cut 
and reduce, but now might also be the time for 

companies to invest in key resources – specifi-
cally, assets.

Mining companies going into this COVID-19 
influenced downturn with balance sheet strength 
have considerable advantage. Making strategic 
acquisitions at depressed multiples can create 
long-term accretive value. Many firms, however, 
leave it too late and find themselves acquiring 
when the market has already turned. It’s important 
to take the long view.

One company that has always made the best 
of tough times to add value to its business is junior 
miner, Afrimat. I remember chatting to CEO Andries 
van Heerden some years ago, and he reiterated 
that “it’s always the best time to acquire a business 
at the bottom of the business cycle”, something 
Afrimat has executed well over the years. 

However, Swart advises that to make the most 
of the opportunity, staying the course and taking 
advantage of opportunities requires an aligned 
management team. A regular cadence to review 
strategy, review the scenarios and pivot accord-
ingly can serve companies well.

When the going gets tough, many compa-
nies also choose to abandon their innovation 
and research and development portfolios, see-
ing these as longer-term plays that don’t drive 
short-term value. It’s hard to resist this temptation. 
However, remember most of these downturns 
only last for a short period, and keeping that inno-
vation focus now can position the organisation for 
competitive advantage.

At the start of the South African lockdown, the 
Department of Mineral Resources and Energy 
advised that mining operations would be scaled 
down significantly, particularly deep level mining, 
which is labour intensive. For me, this is a compel-
ling reason why these operations should seriously 
consider the automation route. The business case 
for automation in deep level mining is clear, and 
companies can benefit from taking this path.

Now is also a good time to focus on waste 
removal. Focus should be placed on key pro-
cesses where there is often redundancy and 
where more streamlined processes can drive 
greater efficiencies. 

COVID-19 – 
Taking advantage of adversity



www.mynbou.com
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Perseus Mining Limited (ASX/TSX: PRU) 
has announced details of its updated life of 
mine plan (LOMP) for its Edikan Gold Mine 
in Ghana, West Africa. The LOMP covers 
the period from 1 July 2020 and is based on 
the company’s revised mining strategy that 
was implemented in January 2019 involving 
use of a single mining contractor, mining at 
a reduced rate of total material movement. 
Costs, recoveries, mill throughput rates 
and run times have been updated to reflect 
recent performance.

The LOMP is based on the revised ore 
reserves reported on 20 February 2020 
which included Proved and Probable 
Ore Reserves as at 31 December 2019 of 
45,7-million tonnes of ore, grading 1,10 g/t 
gold and containing 1,608 kozs of gold.

Ore loss and dilution included in the 
estimate of ore reserves is based on 
recent mine to mill reconciliation results. 
Comparisons of ore tonnes and grade by 
Edikan’s Mineral Resource models rela-
tive to ore tonnes and grade delineated 
by grade control, indicate that the min-
eral resource estimates on which the ore 
reserves are based are reliable predictors 
of ore tonnes and grades.

The Esuajah South Underground mine 
has been included in the LOMP, employing 
a sub-level stoping under rock fill (SURF) 

BASF has successfully developed and 
tested a tri-metal catalyst technology that 
enables partial substitution of high-priced 

Barrick joins fight against Covid-19 in Zambia
Barrick Gold Corporation’s country man-
ager for Zambia, Nathan Chishimba, 
has handed a cheque for US$530 000 
to Minister of Health Hon Dr Chitalu 
Chilufya, Minister of Mines & Mineral 
Development Hon Richard Musukwa 
and Provincial Minister Hon Nathaniel 
Mubukwanu. The donation is designed 
to support the country in combating and 
containing the Covid-19 pandemic. 

At the ceremony, Chishimba said 
Barrick had already introduced extensive 
measures to protect workers and their 
families living in and around its Lumwana 
mine against the virus. 

“As a committed partner to Zambia 

we would also like to make a contribu-
tion to the government’s fight against 
the pandemic. We are consequently 
funding the provision of medical equip-
ment to the value of US$340 000 at the 
national level, US$100 000 for the North-
Western province and US$90 000 for 
the Kalumbila district,” he said.

Barrick’s chief operating officer 
for Africa and the Middle East, Willem 
Jacobs, said the company was engaging 
with Zambia’s national Covid-19 taskforce 
to convert its support into immediate 
action. Its senior management in Zambia 
was already working closely with the 
local health authorities. 

Updated life of mine plan for Edikan Gold Mine

Gold production averages 212 000 ounces/annum over Gold production averages 212 000 ounces/annum over 
Edikan’s currently estimated mine life of 6,2 years from Edikan’s currently estimated mine life of 6,2 years from 
1 July 2020.1 July 2020.

mining method. Development capital of 
US$31-million has been assumed.

Gold production averages 212  000 
ounces/annum over Edikan’s currently 
estimated mine life of 6,2 years from 1 July 
2020, including gold production of approxi-
mately 231 000 ounces/annum on average 
over the next 4 years. The altered produc-
tion profile relative to the previous LOMP is 
largely due to the addition of Esuajah South 
Underground and a significantly larger AG 
Open Pit.

Total estimated gold production of 
1 307 000 oz over the life of mine is 95% 
higher than the amount estimated for the 
corresponding period in the previous LOMP. 
The substantial increase is largely due to 
the addition of Esuajah South Underground 
and a much larger AG Open Pit.

Forecast weighted average all-in site 
costs, including all direct production costs, 
royalties, waste stripping costs and sustain-
ing capital expenditure (AISC), are in the 
range of US$870-US$890 per ounce over 
the remaining life of mine. This represents 
a 5% decrease in average AISC relative to 
the previous LOMP, over the correspond-
ing period. Forecast sustaining capital 
costs (including the cost of site rehabilita-
tion) of US$37-million or US$28 per oz are 
included in the AISC estimate. 

Sibanye and Impala Platinum co-develop new tri-metal catalyst
palladium with lower-priced platinum in 
light-duty petrol vehicles without com-
promising emissions standards. Adoption 

of the tri-metal catalyst can reduce cata-
lytic converter costs for automakers and 
partially rebalance market demand for 
PGMs, thereby enhancing the PGM market 
sustainability.

To date, the new technology has met 
technical customer specifications dur-
ing extensive development and testing 
undertaken by BASF. “We are excited 
to announce the successful outcome of 
this collaboration with Sibanye-Stillwater 
and Impala Platinum to develop this new 
technology,” says Matthias Dohrn, senior 
vice president, Precious and Base Metal 
Services, at BASF. “The tri-metal catalyst is 
intended to create greater supply certainty 
for our customers and potentially reduce 
their costs.”

Slightly more palladium is produced 
annually than platinum. However, current 
demand for palladium from the automotive 
catalytic converter industry is about three 
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times that of platinum. This structural deficit in the palladium market has 
resulted in sustained market deficits in palladium, contrasting sharply 
with ongoing platinum market surpluses.

“Having co-invested in this research with BASF and Impala Platinum 
to supply our customers with a timely solution to the anticipated pal-
ladium deficits we are currently experiencing, we are delighted with 
the availability of this technology,” says Neal Froneman, CEO of 
Sibanye-Stillwater. “As a company, we are committed to investing in 
market development opportunities that will ensure the sustainability 
of the PGM industry for the benefit of all our stakeholders, including 
the end-users.”    

The increase in the palladium demand is in large part due to a mar-
ket imbalance from tightening emission regulations in China, Europe 
and India, and a market shift from light-duty diesel to light-duty gasoline 
vehicles in Europe. This is resulting in higher costs for automakers.

“At Implats, we are committed to investment in market development 
for our primary products,” says Impala Platinum CEO Nico Muller. “We 
anticipated the need for the development of alternative PGM metal 
ratios in catalytic converters. We have been part of a team which has 
worked for several years to ensure a practical and cost-efficient solu-
tion for our common customer base. We believe the outlook for our 
primary products remains robust, especially when demand projec-
tions are more closely aligned to the ratio in which our metals are 
produced.” 

https://boschcar.co.za/diesel/
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Lucara Diamond Corp has implemented a 
crisis management strategy in relation to 
COVID-19, to protect the health and well-
being of its employees in Botswana and 
Canada. 

Lucara’s 100% owned Karowe Diamond 
Mine, situated in north central Botswana 
remains fully operational, under new mea-
sures and guidelines implemented by the 
Government of Botswana (GRB) earlier this 
week. These measures include increased 
travel restrictions, reduced staffing and 
increased social distancing pertaining to all 

Lucara implements Covid-19 response strategy

Lucara’s Karowe Diamond Mine remains fully operational under new measures and guidelines implemented by the Government of 
Botswana.

aspects of its business. Employees who are 
able to work remotely are doing so. 

As travel restrictions relating to 
COVID-19 are expected to remain in place 
for an unknown period of time, the compa-
ny’s ability to complete tenders in Botswana 
may be impacted. As a temporary measure, 
the Government of Botswana has granted 
Lucara permission to hold diamond sales in 
Antwerp, Belgium if required.

Lucara completed its first of four 
planned diamond tenders for the year on 
March 5, and achieved sales prices within 

1% of forecast, however, diamond prices 
have since deteriorated in response to 
weaker demand as COVID-19 has contin-
ued to spread globally. 

Though Lucara’s next quarterly tender 
is not scheduled to take place until mid-
May 2020, the full impact of COVID-19 on 
Lucara’s operations and production outlook 
for 2020 remains highly uncertain, and as a 
result, the company has taken the decision 
to suspend its 2020 guidance until further 
notice.

“Our main focus right now is on the 
safety and wellbeing of our workforce and 
the local communities in which we oper-

ate. The global diamond industry 
is experiencing the widespread 
impacts of COVID-19 throughout the 
value chain, manifested as fewer 
sales, weaker pricing and produc-
tion curtailments at several mines. 
Though the Karowe diamond mine 
continues to operate according to 
plan, and the first quarter 2020 sale 
achieved results within expectations, 
the full impact of COVID-19 on our 
business remains uncertain,” says 
Eira Thomas, Lucara CEO.   

“Lucara has worked swiftly to 
implement a crisis management 
plan to protect our people and 
assets, and continues to monitor 
this dynamic situation closely, day 
by day. Lucara began the year with 
a strong balance sheet, cash on 
hand, no long-term debt and flex-
ibility in our 2020 capital spending 
programme,” she adds. 

www.maptek.com
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Cora Gold Limited, the West African focused gold company, has 
commenced drilling at the highly prospective Madina Foulbé 
Permit, located in eastern Senegal within the prolific Kedougou-
Kenieba Inlier gold region, which historically has seen over 
50-million ounces of gold discovered.

“Located in one of the most prolific gold regions in Africa, we 
are very excited to be drilling at Madina Foulbé. Historical and more 
recent exploration results have given our team on the ground con-
fidence ahead of undertaking the drilling campaign – the first time 
Cora has drilled this permit. We look forward to updating share-
holders with progress on the drilling campaign in due course. 
Furthermore, we will be keeping costs and our carbon footprint 
down at the camp having installed a small solar hybrid power sys-
tem, which we plan to roll out across our other camps in the future,” 
says Bert Monro, CEO of Cora Gold. 

“Following the announcement dated 25 March 2020, the 
company remains cognisant of Covid-19; we are continuing explo-
ration programmes, at this time, but have adapted our operations 
appropriately.”

The company holds three permits encompassing 317 km² within 
the Diangounte Project Area in western Mali / eastern Senegal, 
within the Kedougou-Kenieba Inlier (also known as the Kenieba 
Window), which historically has seen over 50-million ounces of gold 
discovered. The Madina Foulbé Permit in eastern Senegal, one of 
the three permits, encompasses an area of 260 km² and has been 

Drilling commences at Cora Gold’s Madina Foulbé permit

Map showing Cora Gold’s Madina Foulbé permit.

subject to early stage exploration by its former owners, including 
regional soil geochemistry and about 1 750 m of shallow, reconnais-
sance, RAB drilling using a lightweight drill. 

http://www.technicrete.co.za/mining/
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Resolute Mining Limited (ASX/LSE: RSG) 
reports that gold production for the March 
2020 quarter increased relative to the 
December 2019 quarter by 5 470 ounces 
(oz) to 110 763 oz.

The Syama Gold Mine in Mali poured 
57 531 oz of gold comprising 21 430 oz 
from the sulphide circuit and 36  101 oz 
from the oxide circuit. The Mako Gold 
Mine in Senegal (Mako) poured 42 186 oz 

New research on tailings shows mining industry response still weak
New research by the Responsible Mining 
Foundation (RMF) reveals that more than 
one year after the Brumadinho tailings 
disaster in Brazil that killed 270 people, the 
mining industry is still dragging its heels on 
the step-change measures required to pre-
vent such catastrophic tailings failures in the 
future.

The recently released RMI Report 2020 

reveals that while investor-led action, trig-
gered by the Brumadinho disaster, has 
resulted in improved transparency on com-
panies’ tailings storage facilities (TSF), the 
vast majority of companies are still unable 
to demonstrate that they are reviewing how 
effectively they are managing TSF-related 
risks and taking responsive actions where 
necessary.

And critically, very few mine sites show 
evidence of having informed local com-
munities about what to do in the case of a 
tailings-related emergency.

A new global standard on tailings man-
agement, currently being finalised, is a 
welcome initiative but could be significantly 
strengthened to become a real game-
changer in terms of tailings safety. 

A record 519 898 t of ore was mined at Syama, an increase of 33% over the December 2019 quarter.

Resolute Mining pours more gold
of gold. At the Ravenswood Gold Mine in 
Queensland (Ravenswood), 11 046 oz was 
poured and attributed to Resolute prior to 
the successful transfer of ownership. 

MD and CEO, John Welborn, commended 
the Resolute team on the company’s 
response to the coronavirus (Covid-19) pan-
demic and the focus on maintaining and 
improving operational performance.

“Across our business we remain 

Resolute. The challenges presented by 
Covid-19 continue to change on a daily 
basis. We are working closely with our 
employees, contractors and stakehold-
ers, including our host governments, to 
safeguard our people and our operations. 
Our collective response to Covid-19, and 
our performance in the March quarter, 
has allowed us to maintain our previous 
production and cost guidance for 2020 
for Syama and Mako. At the group level, 
we have updated our 2020 guidance to 
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Tharisa mine has been given permission 
by the South African government to recom-
mence mining operations at a reduced rate 
ahead of lifting the wider lockdown mea-
sures. As of the week of April 6, has been 
using its 300 ktpm Voyager plant (-75% of 
total capacity).

Tharisa is one of the first South African 
chrome and PGM producers to be allowed 
to restart amid the nationwide lockdown, 
and the company believes it is well placed 
to benefit once restrictions are eased in the 
future. 

However, given the unprecedented 
situation, Tharisa has also implemented a 
number of measures to conserve resources 
such as the suspension of capital projects, 
including the Vulcan recovery plant, and is 
securing stockpile financing to aid working 
capital. 

As previously announced, Tharisa has 
declared force majeure on metallurgical 
chrome contracts and has received force 
majeure notifications from its PGM off-tak-
ers following smelter shutdowns in South 

Mining recommences at Tharisa

Africa. Furthermore, the company has 
reiterated that its 2020 guidance remains 
suspended as per the original March 24 
announcement. 

Tharisa is one of the first South African chrome and PGM 
producers to be allowed to restart amid the nationwide 
lockdown.

430 000 oz of gold production at an All-In 
Sustaining Cost of US$980/oz.”

A substantial increase in mined 
and hauled tonnages from the Syama 
Underground Mine were achieved in the 
March 2020 Quarter. A record 519 898 
tonnes (t) of ore was mined, an increase 
of 33% over the December 2019 Quarter, 
with 186 807 t being mined in the month 
of March. Available underground sulphide 
ore stockpiled at Syama has increased to 
517 000 tonnes at an average grade of 
2,5 g per tonne of gold (g/t Au).

Gold production from the sulphide cir-
cuit increased by 54% from the December 
2019 Quarter to 21  430 oz, with the 
sulphide mill and roaster returning to 
operational service. Overall sulphide circuit 
recovery was 75,1% which is below the full 
year target of 85%. Roaster performance 
remains a key area of focus with incremen-
tal improvement expected during 2020. 
Recoveries are expected to average 80% 
for the June 2020 quarter with gradual 
progress enabling the company to deliver 
target recoveries of 85% during the second 
half of 2020. 

www.maelgwynafrica.com
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I
n recent months, AECI Mining has placed a strong 
focus on repositioning itself as a strategic partner 
in the value chain of its mining customers.  The 
AECI Mining Pillar was formed by integrating AECI 

Mining Explosives (AEL Intelligent Blasting) and AECI 
Mining Chemicals (Senmin) as a means of bolstering 
the mining value chain at large. 

Commenting on the success of this venture, 
Michelle le Roux, Marketing and Communications 
Manager, says the new AECI brand has rejuve-
nated the group’s position in the mining industry. 
Leveraging this strong new brand and the group’s 
innovation drive, AECI Mining is seeking market 
growth in the mining industry. 

Edwin Ludick, MD of AECI Mining Explosives, says 
the new brand has been well received and is excited 
about what this holds for the future. “By providing a 
combined solution to the market, we are optimising 
on opportunities with our customers and growing 
our footprint globally,” he says. “Through effective 
collaboration with all stakeholders, AECI Mining 

At the summit of the global mining  explosives industry 
Global expansion is at the forefront of AECI Mining’s strategic efforts to improve its position in the global mining 
industry. This is underpinned by the company’s continued R&D drive to design and manufacture products and 
solutions, which will solve the countless challenges mining is faced with on an on-going basis. While these efforts 
are coupled with enhancing AECI Mining’s already strong brand, the company remains steadfast in its quest to 
operate safely and sustainably without any harm to people or the environment.

Morne Stiglingh (left) and Christo 
Peltz (right) of AECI Mining, accept 
the AECI Safety Award from Neil 
Franklin (centre), AECI Group 
Safety, Health and Environment 
Manager at the Annual AECI 
Awards event.

is increasing its contribution to digitised mining by 
focusing on future technologies that will provide 
customers with efficient processes and optimised 
outcomes.

Global expansion
AECI Mining Explosives is expanding its global busi-
ness reach as part of a strategic plan to increase 
its global business exposure by at least 30% over 
the next couple of years and in a concerted effort 
to substitute volumes from the ever-declining South 
African mining industry.

The venture is already yielding pleasing results, 
with the company recently announcing the finali-
sation of a US$6,3-million acquisition of Brazilian 
explosives manufacturer, Dinacon. The transaction 
includes full ownership of a bulk emulsion plant, 
packaged explosives manufacturing facility, licenced 
storage facilities as well as distribution networks.  
The deal is expected to be settled by H1-2020.

The deal offers AECI Mining Explosives a platform 
from which to grow, not only in 
Brazil, but across Latin America.  
Of particular importance is Peru 
and Chile, two established min-
ing destinations in the region and 
key to the Company’s future. 

“The global expansion drive 
remains critical to ensure future 
sustainability for the Company. 
While the Dinacon acquisition 
secures us a presence in Brazil, 
equally important is that it affords 
us the opportunity to also expand 
our footprint in neighbouring 
countries,” says Ludick. 

Dinacon’s Lorena facilities 
mainly served the Brazilian 
construction and civil blasting 
industry and had limited expo-
sure to the large mining sector, 
something that AECI Mining will 
surely be focused on.

Ludick says under AECI’s 
ownership, there are signifi-
cant opportunities to grow 
the business.  One of these 
is by leveraging the Group’s 
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At the summit of the global mining  explosives industry 

In future, we will see autonomous 
MMUs with patented technology 
and smart loading capabilities, 
which will intelligently deliver 
explosives according to satellite 
positioning.

experience in underground and surface mining. He 
furthermore states that AECI’s existing relationships 
with global mining customers will stand the company 
in good stead. 

Cutting-edge innovations
AECI Mining’ growth is supported by continued 
investments into research and development (R&D). 
This is in line with the company’s mission to keep its 
operations on the frontier of technology through the 
delivery of ground-breaking innovations and state-
of-the-art technological solutions. 

Ludick says a strong R&D drive puts the company 
at the forefront of cutting-edge innovations. A case 
in point is the current focus on autonomous mobile 
manufacturing units (MMUs) set to usher in new stan-
dards in the explosives industry. 

“In future, we will see autonomous MMUs with 
patented technology and smart loading capabilities, 
which will intelligently deliver explosives according 
to satellite positioning. We believe that going autono-
mous will significantly contribute to improving safety 

and accuracy in blasting processes,” says Ludick. 
In terms of emulsions, Ritzema Nel, Product 

Manager at AECI Mining Explosives, says that a sig-
nificant new development in AECI’s value offering 
is the development of the Company’s Powergel X2 
range. Powergel X2 emulsion is designed for surface 
mining applications, where extreme blasting condi-
tions like, hot blast holes and reactive ground, or a 
combination of both conditions, exist.  The product 
will be introduced to the market in H1-2020.

“Powergel X2 is a revolutionary break-through as 
it has the ability to cater for both hot hole and reac-
tive ground conditions,” explains Nel, adding that 
most other products available in the market cater for 
either reactive ground or hot holes, but not both. 

The product was developed and tested by some 
of the most dedicated and creative minds at AECI 
Mining’s R&D department. Other key benefits include 
the elimination of the need to use plastic sleeving in 
reactive holes.

Meanwhile, AECI Mining Explosives recently 
broke new ground with its underground emulsion at 
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Key takeaways 
 In recent months, AECI Mining has placed a strong focus on repositioning 

itself as a strategic partner in the value chain of its mining customers
 AECI Mining Explosives is expanding its global business reach as part of a 

strategic plan to increase its global business exposure by at least 30% over 
the next couple of years and in a concerted effort to substitute volumes 
from the ever-declining South African mining industry

 A strong R&D drive puts the company at the forefront of cutting-edge 
innovations. A case in point is the current focus on autonomous mobile 
manufacturing units that are set to usher in new standards in the explo-
sives industry

 At the top of group’s priority list is SAFETY – making sure that the com-
pany operates sustainably without harm to people. This relentless focus on 
safety at all of AECI’s operations has morphed into a culture where safety 
is no longer a routine, but a way of life. 

AECI Mining recently announced 
the finalisation of a US$6,3-million 
acquisition of Brazilian explosives 
manufacturer, Dinacon.

the Khoemacau Copper Mining project in Botswana. 
This is the first time since the Gautrain project in 
South Africa that the product has been deployed in a 
project of this magnitude. Results have been proven 
to be excellent and saw the project consistently 
exceeding its targeted milestones. We are also very 
excited about our venture in Zambia and the success 
we have seen with our Vertical Drop technology.

Elsewhere, Nel says, the company is well on its 
way to fully deploy its bagged emulsion offering 

in South Africa’s underground mining 
market.

Safety milestone
At the top of Group’s priority list is 
SAFETY – making sure that the company 
operates sustainably without harm to 
people. This relentless focus on safety at 
all of AECI’s operations has morphed into 
a culture where safety is no longer a rou-
tine, but a way of life. This has recently 
been demonstrated by the astounding 
safety results for January to December 
2019, where AECI Mining Explosives 
reported the lowest Total Recordable 
Incident Rate (TRIR) in its 124-year history. 

As an integral part of the company’s 
Zero Harm objective, Safety and Risk 
Manager, Christo Peltz, says safety is 
at the core of every activity at AECI 
Mining. Testimony to this is its continu-
ous improvement in safety performance 
over the past 10 years, culminating into 
the Company’s latest safety record. 
The explosives manufacturer achieved 
a best-in-class TRIR of 0.10 for 2019 
across all its African and International 
businesses. 

Explaining some of the key enablers 
for this historic achievement, Peltz says, 
the business, in recent years, embarked 
on a safety programme with the ultimate 

goal of achieving Zero Harm across its operations. 
“We aspire to operate sustainably, without harm to 
people, the environment and the communities in 
which we operate,” he says. 

Central to the company’s strong safety regime is 
employee buy-in, with everyone playing their part in 
ensuring that all the guidelines for health and safety 
are followed. “The rollout of the Zero Harm strategy 
at AECI Mining and the subsequent implementation 
of a series of formalised Life Saving Behaviours have 
refocused the  employees to look at safety as a prin-
cipal parameter in their day-to-day operations, while 
being clearly aware of their role in keeping them-
selves safe,” says Peltz. 

A formal process of contractor safety manage-
ment was also implemented, where contracting 
company owners were engaged to impart a strict 
safety culture in their businesses. “As a result, our 
contractor injuries dramatically reduced and for the 
first time ever, with our Nitrates complex managing 
a major maintenance shutdown with zero injuries.” 

The historic safety achievement, Peltz says, has 
been a collective effort, with all parties, including the 
safety management team, the employees and con-
tractors playing their part. “This, however, could not 
be achieved without the financial and moral support 
from our Executive,” he concludes. 



www.brelko.com
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D
iamonds by their very nature are hard to find. 
To get started, you need three things: ground 
with potential, skilled explorers and the best 
technology. AIM and BSE listed junior diamond 

explorer Botswana Diamonds plc (BOD) has these 
three fundamentals in place. 

In terms of skilled explorers, BOD is led by promi-
nent names who have been there, done that, in the 
diamond mining industry – MD James Campbell and 
Chairman John Teeling. In fact, the two were part of 
a team that discovered the Karowe Diamond mine 
in Botswana, an operation where the second larg-
est diamond ever was found in 2015, which speaks 
volumes of their experience and knowledge of the 
diamond mining industry. 

Speaking to Modern Mining, Campbell says BOD 
deems southern Africa highly prospective, especially 
Botswana, South Africa and Zimbabwe, where the 
company currently has a portfolio of tenements in 
highly prospective areas. In fact, Botswana is the 

Expanding diamond 
exploration portfolio

Armed with what MD James Campbell terms as the ‘very best’ in 
modern diamond prospecting techniques, junior diamond explorer 
Botswana Diamonds continues to expand its portfolio in southern 
Africa, with a specific focus on ‘highly prospective’ Botswana, 
South Africa and Zimbabwe. By Munesu Shoko.

Drilling on the Maibwe project, 
Botswana.

James Campbell, MD of Botswana Diamonds.

world’s biggest diamond producer by value, and is a 
politically stable country with a favourable legislative 
environment. 

Where the modern diamond industry began in the 
1880s, unexplored potential remains in South Africa. 
For a long time, Campbell believes, South Africa 
has suffered from a lack of exploration effort. With 
a thorough review of historical records and sound 
local partners, BOD believes that excellent late stage 
exploration opportunities still exist.   

“BOD views southern Africa to be highly 
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James Campbell during a field 
visit to the Marange concession, 
Zimbabwe.

Left: Drilling on the Thorny River 
project, South Africa.

prospective, and this includes Botswana, South 
Africa and Zimbabwe,” says Campbell. “This region 
produces a third of the world’s diamonds and is host 
to mega diamond mines like Orapa and Jwaneng. 
The Kalahari of Botswana is especially prospective 
due to the deep sand cover which requires modern 
diamond prospecting techniques to find the buried 
kimberlites.”

For Campbell, now is the perfect time to be 
making investments into new diamond explora-
tion projects. He believes the diamond market is a 
powerful industry underpinned by a stable US mar-
ket and an Asian demand potential, which is likely 
to drive future growth. This is complemented by a 
future price growth anticipated due to lack of signifi-
cant new discoveries. 

Growing Botswana portfolio
In Botswana, BOD has just expanded its explo-
ration portfolio following the granting of six new 
Prospecting Licences by the Botswana Government. 
The new Prospecting Licences, PL017-018 of 2020 
and PL066-069 of 2020 – awarded to Sunland 
Minerals, a wholly-owned subsidiary of BOD – 
are valid for three years until 31 March 2023. The 
licences cover an extensive area of 4 319 km² in the 
Central and Kgalagadi Districts, popularly known as 
the Kalahari. 

Additionally, Sunland has just had its four existing 
Prospecting Licenses PL001-004 of 2017 renewed 
by the Botswana Government. Covering a total of 
1 406 km² in the Kgalagadi District, the licences 

have been renewed for a further two years until 
31 March 2022. 

Airborne and ground magnetic surveys from pre-
vious work conducted by Sunland Minerals on these 
licences have revealed well-defined tar-
gets and subsequent soil sampling 
over the targets identified heavy 
concentrations of Kimberlitic 
Indicator Minerals (KIMs) 
over the targets, particu-
larly Chrome Diopsides, 
strongly suggesting an 

Diamonds from the bulk sampling 
of the Thorny River project.
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underlying kimberlite 
source. 

Sunland Minerals 
has undertaken heavy 
mineral sampling and 
detailed geophysics in 
five of BOD’s licences 

in the Kalahari. An anal-
ysis of the results has 

identified eight high-grade 
targets. Environmental assess-

ment work is being undertaken 
on three of the targets, a requirement 

to obtain drilling permits, with current plans 
calling for drilling in the second half of 2020.  

“BOD is in the process of applying for an 
Environmental Management Permit to drill high pri-
ority targets in these Prospecting Licences,” says 
Campbell. “These high priority targets were devel-
oped from detailed ground geophysical surveys 
followed by sampling for kimberlitic indicators. The 
targets had abundant kimberlitic indicators on top of 
high-grade geophysical targets, strongly suggesting 
a kimberlitic source.”

Elsewhere, the Maibwe joint venture, in which 
BOD holds 15%, has been subject to significant 
delays due largely to the liquidation of the main 
partner, BCL, a state-owned copper producer. A 
new liquidator has been appointed and propos-
als are circulating, which would eventually lead to 
the resumption of work on four of the 10 licenses 
where drilling discovered a kimberlite with abundant 
microdiamonds. 

“Last year a new liquidator was appointed, and 
we have been working closely with the liquidator to 
progress this important project,” says Campbell. “We 
made two offers to buy out the majority partner in 

Maibwe and are yet to receive any formal response. 
We, however, hope that we will receive feedback 
soon from the current liquidator. We are very keen to 
progress this project due to the exceptional micro-
diamond counts in one of the kimberlites drilled.”

Commenting on the impact of Botswana’s lock-
down, which was in effect at the time of writing, 
Campbell says diamond exploration tends to be 
done in campaigns with drilling in the Kalahari target-
ing the winter months, so the necessary lockdown in 
Botswana would not have too much of an effect on 
BOD’s projects. 

South African ventures 
Giving an update on South Africa, Campbell says 
drilling on the Marsfontein intersected kimber-
lite. The concession is contagious to the former 
Marsfontein mine. A significant bulk sample of the 
kimberlitic ground has been recovered and sent for 
analysis. 

“Following the successful drilling of kimberlite 
on the Marsfontein project, a large bulk sample was 
taken. This is safely kept at the mining contractor’s 
yard, and will be processed once the lockdown is 
lifted in South Africa,” says Campbell. 

Elsewhere, exploration continues on BOD’s 
Thorny River, which is adjacent to Marsfontein. 
Drilling in early 2020 did not intersect kimberlite. 
The site locations were selected using the latest, 
state-of-the-art technology. The data is being anal-
ysed and the techniques recalibrated to select the 
next tranche of drill sites. The targets are kimberlite 
pipes covered by a dolerite layer. 

BOD also holds prospective ground in Palmietget, 
Mooikloof and the Free State. The ground contains 
diamondiferous kimberlite pipes. Given the ongo-
ing focus on the Marsfontein and Thorny River 

Kimberlite from the Marsfontein 
project, South Africa.

Top: Bulk sampling on the 
Marsfontein project, South Africa.
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Key takeaways 
 BOD deems southern Africa highly prospective, especially Botswana, 

South Africa and Zimbabwe, where the junior diamond explore currently 
has a portfolio of tenements in highly prospective areas

 In Botswana, BOD has just expanded its exploration portfolio following the 
granting of six new Prospecting Licences by the Botswana Government

 Drilling on the Marsfontein project in South Africa intersected kimberlite. 
The concession is contagious to the former Marsfontein mine. A signifi-
cant bulk sample of the kimberlitic ground has been recovered and sent 
for analysis

 BOD has for years been interested in the diamond potential of Zim-
babwe. Significant early stage work has been undertaken to identify 
opportunities. 

concessions, limited work is being undertaken here 
at present. 

Zimbabwean update 
BOD has for years been interested in the diamond 
potential of Zimbabwe. Significant early stage work 
has been undertaken to identify opportunities. 

The prolific Marange diamond field is a tar-
get. BOD has a joint venture agreement with Vast 
Resources on a specific concession in the Marange 
field. The award of the licence has been imminent 
for a while now. The award of the licence will pave 
the way for rapid exploration, which will include trial 
mining. 

Apart from Marange, BOD has continued to 
examine other brownfield kimberlite opportunities. 

“We have been advised by Vast Resources 
that it had received formal communication that all 
internal processes leading to the conclusion of the 
Chiadzwa Community Joint Venture were expected 
to be finalised during March, and the company’s 
announcement of 23 March confirmed this expecta-
tion,” says Campbell. 

Following the 23 March 200 announcement, 
Campbell says the Zimbabwe Government then 
declared a 21-day lockdown in response to the 
Covid-19 pandemic, commencing 30 March 2020. 

Consequently, the finalisation process could not be 
completed in March, but is expected to be complete 
shortly after things return to normal. 

Commenting on Zimbabwe, Campbell says 
the country is a highly prospective destination for 
diamonds, not only because it lies in the highly pro-
spective southern African region, but also because 
very little modern diamond exploration activity has 
taken place there. “This is now changing under the 
new leadership of Zimbabwe, which is gradually 
opening the country up for business,” concludes 
Campbell. 

www.airliquide.co.za
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GREENFIELD EXPLORATION

T
orque Africa is a long-time Mincon customer 
and has extensive experience in deep-hole 
RC drilling. For the project in the Northern 
Cape, a new Mincon reverse-circulation (RC) 

system was used, successfully drilling to 1 019 m in 
just nine days.

With this new benchmark, the world of explora-
tion drilling can now match diamond coring systems 
to a 1 km depth, with all the advantages of air-pow-
ered RC systems.

Between 10 and 15 February, 2020, work began 
on setting up a site for exploration drilling at a 

Record RC drilling depths
Mincon South Africa recently supported Torque Africa Exploration 
at a mineral greenfield exploration drill site in the Northern Cape 
province of South Africa where a new Mincon reverse-circulation 
system was used, successfully drilling to a record depth of 
1 019 m in just nine days.

Drilling in remote locations 
requires careful management of 
scarce resources.

remote greenfield site in the Northern Cape province 
of South Africa.

On site
Nardus Bezuidenhout, director of Torque Africa 
Exploration, moved in on site with one of his compa-
ny’s Thor 8000 RC truck-mount drill rigs – a proven 
powerhouse for his chosen method of deep-hole 
drilling.

Joining the main rig on site were a fleet of 
support vehicles, including rod carrier trucks, 
compressors, water and fuel tankers, and medical 
service vehicles – as well as a full team of staff to 
support the operation.

With the nearest town more than 120 km away – 
along drifting dirt roads – it’s no small undertaking 
to set up camp in the middle of nowhere. Even with 
extensive planning and logistics, fuel and water are 
precious resources that cannot be wasted. 
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The hole drilled by Torque Africa 
Exploration proves that it’s 
possible for air RC systems to drill 
past 1 000 m.

exploration holes to 1 000 m or more, it’s not uncom-
mon to be on site for up to three months. That’s a lot 
of time, money and careful management of scarce 
resources.

This estimated drilling timeline is based on using 
diamond coring systems – known for their reli-
ability in deep-hole drilling, albeit at a great cost. 
Additionally, diamond coring requires the use of 
expensive muds for stabilising the hole during drill-
ing. When encountering underground cavities these 
muds are then wasted, and when encountering aqui-
fers the muds can potentially contaminate a supply 
of drinking water.

Enter RC 
However, for this project Torque Africa elected to 
use the latest products in the Mincon MR range of 
exploration tools. These reverse-circulation (RC) 
tools use a variation of the familiar air-powered 
down-the-hole (DTH) hammer, but designed to 
flush cuttings through an inner tube. Until recently, 
such air-powered RC systems were only used 
for exploration drilling up to 500 or 600 m – but 
changes to Mincon’s newest RC hammers meant 
that Bezuidenhout and his team could expect 

Key takeaways 
 For a greenfield exploration project in the Northern Cape, Torque Africa 

opted for a new Mincon reverse-circulation and successfully drilled to 
1 019 m in just nine days

 With this new benchmark, the world of exploration drilling can now match 
diamond coring systems to a 1 km depth, with all the advantages of air-
powered RC systems

 The RC approach consistently returned uncontaminated sample cuttings 
to the surface. This is due to cuttings being flushed up through a sample 
tube rather than being exposed to the drilled hole

 With this remarkable achievement, Mincon believes that air RC systems are 
now a strong alternative to coring-based exploration solutions. 

As the old adage goes, time is money, and the 
longer these resources are on site, the higher the 
total cost of the project would be. When drilling 
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Above: For this project, Torque Africa elected to use the latest products in the Mincon 
MR range of exploration tools.

Left: Exploration samples collected, ready for analysis.

reliable performance to drill much deeper.
Drilling commenced on the afternoon of 17 February 2020, 

using a Mincon MR120 RC hammer and a 143 mm drill bit. 
Slow, methodical progress was made to ensure everything 
was safe and functioning as intended. After reaching a depth 
of 114 m, the team retrieved the drill string from the hole, after 
which the first 4 m of the hole was reamed and widened to 
install a temporary casing. This was done to stabilise the soft 
ground near the surface, thus preventing hole collapse. When 
drilling resumed the team used a new, 140 mm RC drill bit, 
equipped with polycrystalline diamond-impregnated carbide 
buttons. 

“When we chose drill string components, we opted for 
Mincon’s bits with PCD carbides. Since we were drilling into 
granite, we wanted extreme durability and reduced down-
time associated with bit changes or bit sharpening,” says 
Bezuidenhout. 

Over the next four days, drilling operations took place dur-
ing daylight hours. Average progress was approximately 120 m 
per day, which included retrieving the drill string at 637 m in 
order to change sample tubes and swapping to a new, 137 mm 
RC drill bit – both being wear components.

The process of retrieving a drill string is straightforward, 
but time-consuming. After lifting each pipe out of the hole it 
needs to be unscrewed, removed and the remaining pipes 
reattached. This is repeated, 6 m at a time, for the entire length 
of the drill string – more than 600 m at this point.
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Hundreds of drill rods in the ground means many hours of drill string retrieval.

The RC tools use a variation of the 
familiar air-powered down-the-
hole hammer, but are designed 
to flush cuttings through an 
inner tube.

High levels of performance
Deep-hole drilling projects can become incred-
ibly expensive if multiple drill-string retrievals are 
required, but this can be offset by using durable, reli-
able equipment that consistently delivers high levels 
of performance.

The Mincon MR120 hammer used for this project 
offered exactly that. As part of the newest genera-
tion of Mincon hammers, it incorporates changes 
informed by decades of customer feedback. Thanks 
to Mincon’s engineering processes it’s possible to 
quickly respond to customer needs and improve 
products based on real-world experiences. 

Additionally, all Mincon products are manufac-
tured at its own factories, which includes full control 
of its proprietary, in-house heat treatment processes 
that ensure all products are of the highest quality.

“It’s clear that Mincon’s engineers have listened 
to drillers and designed a product that has major 
benefits for deep-hole RC drilling, without the higher 
cost of alternative approaches,” says Bezuidenhout.

Rapid progress
Hundreds of drill rods in the ground means many 
hours of drill string retrieval. On day eight of the 
project, Torque Africa Exploration resumed drilling 
with the fresh 137 mm drill bit – only the third bit 
required for the project. In order to reduce time on 
site, a decision was also made to move to a 24-hour 
drilling schedule.

Rapid progress was made: in just two days the 
team powered through 382 m of hard granite and 
rushing groundwater to reach a depth of 1 019 m 
and making this one of the deepest exploration 
holes drilled using air RC tools, putting the technol-
ogy on par with diamond coring as a solution for 
deep-hole drilling. With the target depth reached, 
the drill string was retrieved for its final inspection, 
which showed only expected wear and no failures.

Once retrieved, a post-drilling survey was con-
ducted to verify the depth and straightness of 
the shaft, with the survey report indicating a hole 
deviation of only 0,83 degrees. This exceeds the 
performance of competing technologies and proves 
yet another benefit of air RC systems.

A record-depth hole drilled in record time would 
be a pointless achievement if sample cuttings were 
unusable, though. Fortunately, this is where the air 
RC approach has yet another advantage: consis-
tently returning uncontaminated sample cuttings to 
the surface. This is due to cuttings being flushed up 
through a sample tube rather than being exposed to 
the drilled hole.

Bezuidenhout notes that samples continued 
to be collected even after encountering extensive 
groundwater at 886 m. For every metre drilled, a 
sample was collected, bagged, and tagged, allow-
ing geologists to analyse the ground conditions and 
mineral content.

With this remarkable achievement, Mincon 
believes that air RC systems are now a strong alter-
native to coring-based exploration solutions. The 
hole drilled by Torque Africa Exploration proves that 
it’s possible for air RC systems to drill past 1 000 m 
while collecting samples, using significantly less 
time, resources and money. 
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A
s anticipated, the Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) for the 
Mahenge Graphite Project has delivered extremely compelling 
economics. Nick Johansen, Armadale chairman, says the study 
represents one of the most significant de-risking milestones 

in the company’s history to date and the board is delighted with the 
outcome.  

“Across all commodities globally, there are few mining projects that 
can demonstrate economics such as a 91% IRR (Internal Rate of Return) 
and an 18-month payback upon capital. The DFS shows that Armadale 
can be a significant low-cost supplier to the graphite industry with the 
potential to generate pre-tax cashflows of US$882-million over an initial 
17-year mine-life and scope for further improvement,” says Johansen. 

Compelling economics, combined with low technical risks and 100% 
ownership, make Mahenge an incredibly attractive investment. Agreements with a number of potential offtake 
partners have already been secured and with the delivery of the data from the DFS, the company is now in a 
strong position to move these agreements further forward in addition to advancing workstreams on potential 
debt finance packages and project level development funding for construction. 

Project summary
Armadale’s wholly-owned Mahenge Liandu Graphite Project is located in a highly prospective region, with a 
high-grade JORC compliant indicated and inferred mineral resource estimate of 59,5-million tonnes (Mt) at 
9,8% Total Graphitic Carbon (TGC). This includes 11,5 Mt @ 10,5% Measured 32 Mt Indicted at 96% and 15,9 Mt 
at 9,8% TGC, making it one of the largest high-grade resources in Tanzania.

Based on this resource, the DFS was initiated in October 2019 based on a two-stage project expansion 
strategy comprising: 

Compelling economics 
for Mahenge project

A Definite Feasibility Study has confirmed the Mahenge Liandu graphite project in 
south-east Tanzania – owned by Armadale Capital, the AIM listed investment group 
focused on natural resource projects in Africa – to be a large, long-life, low-cost 
graphite deposit with US$358-millon NPV and IRR of 91%. By Munesu Shoko.

Reverse Circulation drilling at 
Mahenge Liandu graphite project 
in Tanzania.
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Above: Compelling economics, 
combined with low technical 
risks and 100% ownership, make 
Mahenge an incredibly attractive 
investment.

Left: Armadale’s wholly-owned 
Mahenge Liandu graphite project 
is located in a highly prospective 
region.

Capital cost estimated for Stage 1 and 2.

Stage One – processing plant and infrastructure 
at a nominal design basis rate of 0,4-0,5 Mt/pa to 
produce a nominal 60 kt/pa graphite concentrate in 
the first four years of production.

Stage Two – a second 0,5 Mt/y plant and associ-
ated additional infrastructure doubling throughput to 
1 Mt/y from Year 5 of operation.

Meanwhile, a mine optimisation study was under-
taken based on an appropriate balance of grade and 
strip ratio, rather than defining the largest economic 
pit. The result was an approximately four-year starter 
pit(s) that used a 10% TGC cut-off to ensure the high-
est possible grade of ore feed in the early years 
followed by a larger LOM pit utilising a reduced (6% 
TGC) cut-off grade for the remainder of the schedule 
to minimise waste and keep the stripping ratio as low 
as possible. The mining operation will be undertaken 
by a local mining contractor.

Processing 
The processing plant is designed to recover graph-
ite concentrate by froth flotation. The design for the 
processing plant is based on a metallurgical flow-
sheet with unit operations that are conventional and 
well proven in the industry and aligned with current 
graphite industry practice.

The run of mine (ROM) ore will be two-stage 
crushed, followed by grinding in a rod mill, with 
graphite recovered by flotation. The process 
includes multi-stage re-grind milling and cleaner flo-
tation to improve liberation and product purity.  

The flotation concentrate is then dewatered by 

filtration and drying. The product is screened and 
bagged as final product in five different sized frac-
tions and bagged for transport to port. The tailings 
will be thickened and pumped to the tailings storage 
facility (TSF).

The second stage expansion in year 5 is expected 
to comprise a duplicate parallel production plant. 
Power for the project will be supplied from diesel 
generators under a BOOM (build, own, operate and 
maintain) contract. Additional power for the second 
stage expansion plant is expected to be supplied 
from then upgraded local grid network. 

Graphite concentrate produced will be road 
hauled to the Port of Dar es Salaam for shipment to 
market. The LOM operation costs are estimated at 
US$385/t of concentrate (FOB). 

Description Stage 1 Stage 2
Capital Cost (US$  

‘000)
Capital Cost 
(US$  ‘000)

Process Plant 16,290 15,989
Infrastructure 8,660 6,085
Indirect costs   
EPCM  and other construction costs 6,487 4,693
Owners’ costs 3,035 820
Contingency 4,109 3,277
GRAND TOTAL 38,580 30,864
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Key highlights of the DFS
 US$882-million pre-tax cashflow generated from initial 17-year 

mine life utilises just 25% of the resource, which remains open 
in multiple directions offering significant further upside

 Estimated pre-tax NPV of US$358-million and IRR of 91% with 
scope for further positive improvement upon economics in 
near-term through delivery of optimised DFS

 Staged ramp-up planned to facilitate near term production 
with 60 000 tpa graphite concentrate to be produced for 
the first four years (Stage 1) before increasing to 90 000 tpa 
(Stage 2) 

 Capital cost estimate for Stage 1 is US$38,6-million, which 
includes a contingency of U$S4,1-million or 15% of total direct 
capital cost, a slight increase on the scoping study allowing for 
the staged ramp up

In terms of community and the environment 
issues, Graphite Advancement Tanzania Pty Ltd 
(GAT) has actively engaged with local and gov-
ernment stakeholders and as part of the project 
application for a Mining Licence, an Environmental 
and Social Impact Assessment and a Relocation 
Action Plan have been undertaken in preparation for 
and submission as required by relevant Tanzanian 
legislation.

Improved mine plan
In March 2020, Armadale Capital provided positive 
results from an improved mine plan produced by 
experienced graphite specialist, BatteryLimits. The 
improved mine plan brings production forward via a 
staged ramp-up that will initially focus on producing 
ore at a grade of 12-14% TGC for the first four years 
before averaging a grade of 9,5% TGC with a very 
low strip ratio as the plant ramps up to 1 Mtpa. 

Following completion of the Mahenge mine plan, 
the company announced that initial production 
start-up is planned to be considerably higher than 
the 49 ktpa referred in the original scoping study. 
Furthermore, utilising a staged production ramp-up, 
the mine plan allows for significant uplift in produc-
tion capacity to a total of 100 ktpa. 

A phased production profile will initially see 
increased starting production figures of 52 ktpa 

The project has a high-grade JORC 
compliant indicated and inferred 
mineral resource estimate of 
59,5 Mt at 9,8% TGC.

further increasing to 66 ktpa in year two and to 
100 ktpa in year four. The original scoping study was 
based on average annual production of only 49 ktpa. 
“We have long held confidence in the enormous 
commercial potential and economic value of our 
100% owned Mahenge graphite project,” concludes 
Johansen. 

 18-month payback for Stage 1 (after tax) based on an average 
sales price of US$1 179/t 

 Stage 2 expansion is expected to be funded from cashflow
 The outlook for the graphite market remains strong with the 

ongoing development of the electric vehicle market
 Scope for improvement of DFS economics through delivery of 

further detailed modelling of higher-grade zones to increase 
the head grade in the mine schedule - work is underway 

 Application for Mining Licence is planned to commence in 
Q2 2020

 Projected timeline to first production is expected to be 
approximately 10-12 months from the start of construction

 DFS delivery has confirmed the commercial potential of 
Mahenge and will support ongoing discussions for offtake 
agreements, debt package finance for construction and pro-
ject level development funding. 

GRAPHITE

www.flsmidth.com
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T
he mining industry is seeing a move away 
from conventional “stick-built” plants 
in favour of modular solutions, where 
mechanical and electrical equipment are 

mounted on prefabricated modules or skids – 
stand-alone units constructed off-site.

The advantages of this approach include reduced 
cost, improved safety during construction, better 
quality fabrication and assembly, and the ability to 
use dry-type distribution transformers as opposed to 
oil transformers which, upon installation, pose a fire 
risk and require fire suppression systems and special 
civil structures.

David Claassen, CEO of Trafo Power Solutions, 
says although oil transformers have traditionally 
been the technology of choice, the cost and effi-
ciencies of their dry-type counterparts are becoming 
increasingly attractive.

“For distribution-type transformers, anything from 
small, 50 kVA up to 10 MVA dry-type transformers 
is becoming a more suitable alternative to oil trans-
formers,” he says. 

He cites the absence of oil as one of the main 
benefits of dry types. Used for cooling and insulation 
purposes, the oil also adds weight, poses potential 
fire risks and requires special civil structures to be 
built upon installation.

Another disadvantage of oil transformers is that 
energising, de-energising and re-energising lead to 

Dry-type transformers: perfect 
for modular plants

Dry-type transformers can be installed in modular substations 
at mines without fire or safety risk, at no additional expense for 
oil containment structures, without being damaged by vibration 
or transport and with minimal maintenance requirements. They 
are also installed closer to the electrical load and require less 
cabling. By Mark Botha.

Quick Take 
 Mining plant construction is currently seeing a drive towards assembling as 

much as possible in a controlled environment, where testing is possible.
 Although oil transformers have traditionally been the technology of choice, 

the cost and efficiencies of their dry-type counterparts are becoming 
increasingly attractive.

 Dry-type transformers have a low maintenance requirement as they con-
tain no oil and require no gas sensors.

 North American and European countries are experiencing a “huge adop-
tion” of dry-type transformers, partly because of the safety benefits on 
offer. 

David Claassen, Trafo Power Solutions MD.

constant fluctuations in temperature, which cause 
the emission of gases within the sealed unit. This, 
in turn, brings about corrosion and other problems.

Because of their oil content, legislation requires 
special civil structures in the form of bund walls to 
contain possible oil leaks, as well as fire detection 
and suppression systems, as oil transformers pose 
a fire risk.

In dry-types, the windings are insulated in cast 
resin (epoxy) material specified by the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) for fire class F1, 
and cooling is air-based, meaning that cast-resin 
(dry-type) transformers pose minimal fire risk and can 
be used safely indoors.

“They also lend themselves perfectly to modu-
lar construction applications, which are so popular 
throughout Africa at the moment,” says Claassen.  

Oil changes
Oil transformers need periodic oil changes as part of 
their maintenance. “The windings are housed in an 
oil-filled tank and you need a gas detection system to 
identify changes in pressure, as well as harmful gas 
build-up. Temperature is monitored via a thermom-
eter protruding from the tank. This poses the risk of 
oil leaks where the thermometer enters the tank. The 
same goes for tap changing, which requires another 
protrusion. All this must be monitored.”

He says oil transformers are “quite maintenance 
intensive” and require regular oil sampling and 
analysis.

Changing the oil on these transformers is not sim-
ply a matter of replacing the old with the new: it must 
be done under vacuum conditions, and all traces of 
moisture must be removed. 

“Many of these transformers are installed in 
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remote areas where the skills and equipment 
required for proper maintenance aren’t always avail-
able,” says Claassen.

Dry-type transformers, on the other hand, have 
a low maintenance requirement as they contain no 
oil and require no gas sensors. The temperature 
sensors fitted to dry type transformers are straight-
forward PT100 probes which are easily removed and 
replaced if required. 

“Basically, all you do with dry-types during main-
tenance shut-downs is to use an air compressor to 
blow the dust out of the windings.” 

Trafo does the complete winding of its cast-resin 
transformers, through its partner, TMC Transformers, 
a specialist in dry type transformer technology, in 
either aluminium or copper, depending on the ratio 
between factors such as the number of turns and the 
number of coils used.

“The coils,” says Claassen, “are wound around a 
mould. The mould then goes into a vacuum chamber, 
where the resin is poured and cast. This process is 
the internal protection of the cast-resin transformer.”

Upon completion of the process, Trafo runs par-
tial discharge testing to ensure that factors such as 
temperature, vacuum and pressure were correct 
throughout. The partial discharge result should be 
<10 pC in compliance with the IEC, but the measured 
results are frequently <5pC. 

Modular construction
Mining plant construction is currently seeing a drive 
towards assembling as much as possible in a con-
trolled environment, where testing is possible. The 
modular skids are then shipped to site, often in 
remote areas, where they are incorporated into the 
rest of the plant.

“The cost of civil construction in many other 
African countries can be high,” says Claassen. “With 
these transformers, the brick and mortar require-
ment is limited to just a support – no more bund wall 
needed to contain oil spills.”

Electrical substations at industrial plant or mines 
are often housed either in converted shipping con-
tainers or in custom-built e-house substations. 

“We have a strong engineering capability and we 
look at the complete solution around the transformer. 
We often supply a complete substation – a contain-
erised, modular-type solution where we install the 
medium-voltage switchgear, the transformer, surge 
protection and others, to ensure the solution is fit 
for purpose.” 

Dry-type transformers are also designed sturdier 
and lighter than oil transformers as they are loaded 
and unloaded at harbours and transported to site by 
road. In many African countries, mines tend to be 
in remote areas, which means the transformers are 
trucked over long distances of bumpy, dusty road. 

A mobile modular process plant 
with cast resin transformers 
housed in electrical substations.
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“Huge adoption”
Claassen says North American and European coun-
tries are experiencing a “huge adoption” of dry-type 
transformers, partly because of the safety benefits 
on offer. In these countries, the use of oil transform-
ers in applications such as mini substations in public 
places is not common practice, as it is locally.

“We see this trend in the construction industry, 

too. New hospitals, hotels and corporate buildings 
that would usually use oil transformers are now run-
ning dry types in their basements, close to the load. 

“While the oil-transformer still dominates in the 
mining industry, there is movement there too. Dry 
transformers are being installed in underground min-
ing operations because of safety concerns. We’re 
also seeing adoption at some surface mines.”

Application engineering
He says Trafo is not a typical transformer distribu-
tor as it is involved in the application engineering up 
front, at the proposal stage.

“We understand the application and the trans-
former’s expected electrical load before we quote. 
We offer a different transformer design for almost 
every project we work on to ensure that we meet 
the application specifics.” 

Renewable energy installations are an example: 
their harmonic loads – typically generated by invert-
ers, datacentre loads and large variable-speed 
drives – and their warm ambient conditions with 
high humidity and little air flow are the company’s 
“speciality”. 

“We supplied transformers to a tin mine in the 
north-east DRC, where we had to contend with over 
200 km of very bad road conditions. The mine also 

Dry-type transformers being 
loaded into a modular substation.

www.webachutes.com
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has the highest incidence of lightning strikes in the 
world, and very high humidity and temperature – 
right up our alley.”

Customisation
Trafo Power Solutions has an exclusive agreement 
with TMC Transformers of Italy to supply to sub-
Sahara Africa.

“TMC has over 40 years’ experience in cast 
resin transformers, with a large, modern facility, nine 
winding machines and a casting plant that can han-
dle eight coils at a time. We take care of the whole 
process, from the proposal to sales, application engi-
neering and after-sales.”

Should a fault occur in an installed product in 
Africa, a Trafo engineer would visit the site to assess 
the situation. If this initial step proves unsuccessful, 
the company will access TMC’s design and coop-
erate with the OEM to ensure that the problem is 
solved. 

Trafo considers many environmental conditions 
when determining the most suitable transformer for 
the application.

“On the electrical side, we look at the load the 
transformer will supply. Standard distribution loads 
such as houses or buildings don’t require much cus-
tomisation of the transformer, unlike when there are 

electrical wave harmonics at play. In applications 
such as datacentres and electrical locomotives which 
are erratic loads causing harmonics, we design the 
transformer accordingly. We adapt the casting, the 
size of the coils and the resin, among others.

“At a solar plant, for instance, the transformer is 
energised from zero to 100% daily. This means tem-
perature fluctuations that cause contraction and 
expansion of the resin, which, in turn, could crack 
the resin if it isn’t adapted to cope with fluctuating 
temperatures.”

Trafo’s windings can be designed for both class F 
and class H insulation, the former being the standard 
design, where the transformer must withstand tem-
peratures of up to 155. 

“We mix our resin to class H, which means it 
can withstand temperatures up to 180. We supply 
class H windings for low and high-voltage to many 
of our installations on the continent.”

He says dry-type transformers typically have elec-
trical efficiencies between 98,5% and 99,5% The 
loss of around 1%, he says is generated by the core 
and the windings and expressed in temperature. 

“In Europe, they subscribe to the governmental 
Energy Efficiency Directive which specifies minimum 
efficiencies. We adhere to this directive although it 
isn’t legislated in this country.” 

www.theconcreteinstitute.org.za
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O
ne of the major trends in the mining and min-
erals industry has been a move towards the 
design and construction of modular plants 
applicable for certain size commodities and 

minerals processing plants. A key driver of these 
solutions is that they offer lower capital costs and a 
quick return on investment compared with their con-
ventionally tailored plants, a major drawcard for the 
junior mining sector. 

Additionally, modular systems offer quick lead 
times because they comprise quick and easily avail-
able modules that can be on site and operational 
within a short space of time. Several manufacturers 
can customise these self-contained, high recovery 
plants for minimal start-up capital, using high-quality 
components and in-house expertise. 

One of the major names in the modular plant sys-
tems is DRA Global (DRA), which has a special focus 
on bigger EPCM (Engineer, Procure, Construction 
and Management) projects. DRA offers clients 

Reaping the benefits of modular  solutions
Building a new processing plant can be an expensive endeavour. Therefore, mining operations are turning to modu-
lar plant systems that offer several advantages, essentially the low capital costs that are reflected in a higher 
return on investment, and improved cost to recovery ratios, writes Munesu Shoko.

Pilot Crushtec introduced 
its modular plant concept 
around 2004.

extensive experience in project development and 
delivery. As a total solutions partner, DRA focuses 
on the project fundamentals, namely targeting 
higher return on investment and improved cost to 
recovery ratios. 

Grant Westcott GM – Modular Division at DRA, 
tells Modern Mining that the company has a range 
of modules available, primarily in gravity separation 
(Dense Media Separation and Spiral Separation). 

“Our standard modular plants are designed to 
process coal, iron ore, diamonds, chrome, manga-
nese and mineral sands, as well as metalliferous 
ores – both precious and base metals – that are 
disposed to preconcentration and the removal of 
gangue using dense media separation (DMS) and 
gravity separation technologies,” explains Westcott. 

Pilot Crushtec International is another major 
supplier of modular plants in Africa. The company 
introduced its modular plant concept to market 
around 2004. Since then, the company has seen 
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Reaping the benefits of modular  solutions

DRA’s UCM900 modular plant at 
Botswana Coal.

Osborn has plants operating 
globally across commodities.

growth in the popularity of the con-
cept, especially due to the speed at 
which the mine can go from concept 
to production.

“There has definitely been an 
increased demand for modular 
plants in recent years, especially 
given the uncertainty in the market at 
the moment. Modular offers a quick, 
reliable solution, especially where 
favourable commodity prices can 
be taken advantage of. The param-
eters are known and the aftermarket 
service is stable to limit downtime,” 
says Fernando Abelho – Africa Sales 
Manager at Pilot Crushtec. 

Pilot Crushtec has been con-
stantly refining the modular plant 
concept since the early 2000’s, and now caters for 
throughputs of as low as 15 tonnes per hour (tph), all 
the way up to 500 tph, application dependent. 

“Pilot Modular equipment is designed to be flex-
ible and interchangeable, in terms of ore types, 
hence its ability to process most ore types. Perhaps 
one exception would be ores with a high percentage 
of clay and moisture content. While we can sepa-
rate the clays from ore, the range doesn’t extend to 
scrubbing or washing equipment needed to break 
down clay ores for further processing,” explains 
Jorge Abelho, Director – Technical Support at Pilot 
Crushtec. 

Osborn Engineered Products is another major 
name in the modular plant sector. Vinesh Surajlall, 
Director Sales and Marketing at Osborn, says the 
company has seen an increased demand of these 
solutions at a global level. Osborn has plants oper-
ating globally across commodities, including gold, 
chrome and iron ore, among others. 

Key benefits 
The modular solution offers an array of benefits to 
the customer. From a design perspective, customers 
can select the components they need to suit their 
specific application. These components (units) are 
then interlinked with conveyors and a solution is tai-
lored to their specific needs and site specifications. 
Once the design is defined, all the modules and indi-
vidual components are sent to site, lifted into place 
and bolted together. 

A key benefit, Fernando says, is that modular 
plants are very quick to go from concept to pro-
duction, with standard components mostly readily 
available. “No major infrastructure required for the 
Pilot Modular plants means that the solutions are 
more cost-effective than bespoke plants,” he adds.

Surajlall agrees, saying that the short timeframe 
for manufacture and erection on site is a big ben-
efit for customers. “In addition, modular plants allow 
for ease of plant extensions. Subject to the lifespan 
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No major infrastructure required 
for the Pilot Modular plants means 
that the solutions are more cost-
effective than bespoke plants.

DRA’s twined UCM-800 DMS 
modules and feed bin.

of the operation, the modular concept also allows 
for decommissioning and reinstating on alternate 
sites,” he says. 

With no customised components required, 
Jorge says most spares are readily available at 
short notice. “The standardised and easily available 
spares mean that mines have less of an obligation to 
hold extensive spares on site, especially in remote 
locations,” he says. 

DRA’s Westcott agrees, saying that modular 
plants offer numerous advantages over conven-
tionally tailored plant designs. Because they are 
pre-engineered, the manufacturing lead time is 
much shorter. DRA’s approach towards workshop 
pre-assembly results in simpler and quicker erection 
on site, which leads to shorter overall project dura-
tion, lower site costs and quicker returns.

“Modular plants can be utilised to gain early 
access at low capital cost, followed by phased 

expansion at a later date, once a steady cash 
flow has been established,” he says. “The use 
of modular plants is also ideal in cases where 
a small deposit with a relatively short life of 
mine cannot support a large capital expen-
diture plant.”

Speaking of costs, modular plants gener-
ally have a lower capital cost compared with 
their bespoke counterparts. From an opera-
tional cost point of view, these solutions also 
work out cheaper than their tracked coun-
terparts because they don’t rely on diesel 
power.

Additionally, Jorge says that should 
requirements change at any point within the 
design process, customers are able to tweak 
the requirements, so they have exactly the 
right layout, equipment and capacity to get 
the job done at all times. “You get to choose 
what you need, when you need it, and can 

add modules as and when required,” he says.

Flagship projects 
DRA produces a wide range of standard process 
plant modules, which can be combined and inte-
grated in various ways to best match the particular 
process requirements of individual projects and cli-
ents. The organisation has supplied over 73 modular 
plants throughout the mining industry over the past 
three decades. One of the flagship projects, Westcott 
says, was the supply of preconcentration modules to 
a lithium project in Australia. 

“The modules were quick to assemble and easy 
to operate at relatively high densities. We have also 
provided a high-density module in iron-ore, which 
was once again a benefit to the client due to ease of 
operation. We supplied a coal module last year to a 
coal client in Botswana where it was assembled and 
operating in a few weeks of being delivered to site,” 

says Westcott. 
Pilot Crushtec has an installed base of 

over 200 plants operating across commodi-
ties, including aggregates, coal, diamonds, 
gold, platinum, copper, agricultural lime, 
concrete recycling, tiles, glass and compost, 
among other applications. 

Talking about some of the flagship projects 
in recent years, Jorge says the company sup-
plied a three-stage crushing plant to a major 
copper producer in the DRC, comprising a 
Metso C106 jaw crusher, 2 x Metso HP200 
cone crushers and a variety of screens and 
conveyors for metallurgical lime require-
ments, and for production of other hard rock 
aggregate as and when required. From con-
cept to delivery, the project took four months. 

Elsewhere, one of the oldest Congolese 
construction companies recently upgraded 
its old Pilot Modular plant with a new plant 
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Key takeaways 
 In the past few years, one of the major trends in the mining and minerals 

industry has been a move towards the design and construction of modular 
plants

 A key driver of these solutions is that they offer lower capital costs and a 
quick return on investment, which is a major appeal to the junior mining 
sector

 A key benefit is that modular plants are very quick to go from concept to 
production, with standard components mostly readily available

 Workshop pre-assembly results in simpler and quicker erection on site, 
which leads to shorter overall project duration, lower site costs and quicker 
returns. 

The short timeframe for 
manufacture and erection on site 
is a big benefit for customers.

consisting of a HP300 cone crusher, 
CVB2060-3M screen and MC750 con-
veyors, he says.

In another project of note, Fernando 
says a mining client already had a Pilot 
Modular plant operating on site since 
about 2008/09, as well as a Metso 
LT106 jaw and LT200HP cone crusher 
on site. A huge advantage for the cli-
ent (over and above the delivery period) 
was to install a new plant, suited to its 
requirements, while its parts holding and 
technical skills requirements remained 
very much the same. 

“The mobile LT106 jaw and LT200HP 
cone crusher use the same wear parts as 
the Pilot Modular units. The learning curve 
for both operators and maintenance 
crews was short. Similarly, conveyors on 
site were the same as their first modular 
plant, meaning the parts and maintenance proce-
dures had been in place since the 2008,” he says. 

For another construction client who ran a Pilot 
Modular plant supplied in 2008, increased demand 
for material in their area of supply meant they 
needed to upgrade. After an extensive study, the risk 
of increasing production by introducing a totally new 
plant was deemed too high. 

“The approach we have taken is to phase in the 
upgrade of the plant in up to five phases, depend-
ing on the demand. Phase 1 was to install a much 
larger HP300 secondary cone crusher and a larger 
finishing screen. The installation was done with the 
original plant still in operation. Commissioning is cur-
rently taking place,” says Fernando. 

Once the commissioning of the new plant starts, 
the existing primary jaw crusher will be used to feed 
the new plant – a changeover that will take a couple 
of minutes as one conveyor is rotated to a new posi-
tion. “The other phases will include a much larger 
primary jaw crusher and a tertiary cone crusher. This 
phased approach, with minimal interference on the 
existing operation, is a major reason why the project 
is even bankable,” explains Jorge. 

Commenting on some of the company’s flagship 
projects, Surajlall says Osborn is currently commis-
sioning two plants in Australia. “The plants have 
been manufactured in South Africa to strict Australian 
standards, in addition to the mines’ own standards. 
The entire plants – equipment and structures – were 
shipped from South Africa and installation is super-
vised by Orborn commissioning engineers,” he says.  

Modular outlook
Looking ahead, both Fernando and Jorge believe 
the modular solution will further gain popularity, 
especially as markets become more dynamic and 
mines expect quick and predictable solutions. 

“We are constantly refining and adding to the 

Pilot Modular concept. We invest significant design 
and manufacturing resources in this product range. 
Customers are also realising the value and benefit 
of being able to move the plants to new locations 
relatively easily. We see this happening more often,” 
says Fernando. 

“The short lead-times and the ability to move the 
plant and change layouts means that our partners 
have more flexibility when it comes to reacting to 
changing market and operating conditions,” adds 
Jorge. 

Surajlall says the growth of the market will always 
be driven by cost, efficiency and safety. “In my view, 
this is going to be a growing opportunity in both the 
mining and aggregate space. Osborn has over the 
100 years of its existence demonstrated its capabil-
ity to manufacture world-class products and being 
compliant to standards in the mining sector,” says 
Surajlall. 

The same view is shared by Westcott, who 
believes that the modular solution will continue to be 
on an upward trend. “I do believe it will continue to 
grow. However, the industry will see an influx of new 
players in this sector and in increase in competition,” 
he concludes. 
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A
s a multi-disciplinary contractor with 
more than 35 years of experience, 
M&D Construction Group has in recent 
years established a formidable pres-

ence in the mining and metals infrastructure in 
the SADC region. 

Certainly, one of the group’s milestone mining 
infrastructure projects is a R300-million contract to 
build various civil structures, access roads, parking, 
kerbing, concrete pavements and drainage for Black 
Mountain Mining’s Gamsberg Concentrator Project 
in Aggeneys.

Vedanta Zinc International’s ambitious Gamsberg 

Reinforcing a multi-disciplinary 
contracting legacy 

Following a period of restructuring in 2019, Group CEO of M&D 
Construction Rukesh Raghubir tells Modern Mining that the 
company is now strategically positioned to compete in niche 
projects with higher barriers to entry, including in the 
demanding mining and metals infrastructure market.

One of the group’s milestone 
mining infrastructure projects is 
a R300-million contract to build 
various civil structures for Black 
Mountain Mining’s Gamsberg 
Concentrator Project.

Yolanda Sedibe and Rukesh Raghubir are part of the M&D Construction 
Group’s board of directors.

project will be one of the most digitally advanced 
new mines in Africa and will exploit one of the larg-
est known, undeveloped zinc orebodies in the world.

Gamsberg has a reserve and resource of 
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M&D Construction Group is 
strategically positioned to 
compete in the demanding mining 
and metals infrastructure market.

214-million t with a grade of between 6% and 6,5%, 
in addition to a life of mine of about 30 years. During 
the first phase of operations, 4-million t of ore will 
be mined annually from an open pit and 250 000 t 
of zinc-in-concentrate produced a year at the new 
concentrator plant.

The group also installed an 18,4 km, 324 mm 
diameter steel raw-water pipeline at Northam 
Platinum’s Booysendal UG2 North Mine. 

Moreover, M&D Construction Group success-
fully completed the civil works for Coal of Africa’s 
Mooiplaats operation in Ermelo. This project entailed 
earthworks and concrete works, including the con-
struction of, among others, a water-treatment plant, 
silt traps, drains and tunnels. 

The group was also contracted by Mintails Wergo 
to undertake the earthworks and civil works for a 
new gold and uranium processing plant, including 
a wastewater treatment works and thickeners, at 
Mogale Gold Mine. 

Multidisciplinary approach
Group CEO Rukesh Raghubir says that the compa-
ny’s appetite for complex multidisciplinary projects 
has been a key differentiator. 

“Whereas many other companies of our size are 
either general building and roads contractors or have 
chosen to specialise in a specific field, we generate 
revenue from a broad spectrum of construction proj-
ects that rely on the diverse skills and capabilities 
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Key takeaways 
 M&D Construction Group has in recent years established a formidable 

presence in the mining and metals infrastructure market in the SADC 
region

 One of the group’s milestone mining infrastructure projects is a R300-
million contract to build various civil structures, access roads, parking, 
kerbing, concrete pavements and drainage for Black Mountain Mining’s 
Gamsberg Concentrator Project in Aggeneys

 M&D Construction installed an 18,4 km, 324 mm diameter steel raw-water 
pipeline at Northam Platinum’s Booysendal UG2 North Mine

 M&D Construction Group successfully completed the civil works for Coal 
of Africa’s Mooiplaats operation in Ermelo. 

One of M&D Construction 
Group’s core capabilities is 
the construction of surface 
infrastructure for mines.

of the entire group,” he says. “This means that we 
compete directly against four larger multi-disciplin-
ary companies.”

The restructured group comprises an Infrastruc-
ture Division, which is being headed by Niekie 
Wagener; a Pipelines Division, led by Junaid 
Kathrada; an Oil & Energy Division, for which the act-
ing head is Peter Naidoo; and Special Projects, with 
Chris Porter at the helm in an acting capacity. 

Safety Health Environment Risk & Quality 
(SHERQ) operations are being managed by Lance 
Cox, Human Resources by Yolanda Sedibe, Finance 
by Gavin McAlpine, Commercial by Chris Porter and 
Admin by Adrienne Kloppers. The board comprises 
Raghubir, Andrew Murray as chairman and Yolanda 
Sedibe as group director. 

In addition to surface mining infrastructure, the 
group’s project capabilities include constructing 
steel, oPVC, GRP, HDPE and ductile iron pipelines for 
the oil, gas and water infrastructure markets. This is 
in addition to building concrete structures, especially 
water retaining types; water and wastewater treat-
ment plants; as well as reservoirs and pump stations. 

Moreover, the company is skilled and expe-
rienced in earthworks and sliding, as well as 
mechanical, electrical and instrumentation, structural 

steel, roads and turnkey construction. 
These skills and capabilities are complemented 

by the company’s Level 1, 54% black-owned and 
23,2% black women-owned status, as well as its 
CIDB 9CE, CIDB 9GB and CIDB 9ME grading. 

Meanwhile, the group’s intense focus on main-
taining high SHERQ standards are supported by its 
ISO 45001:2018 Health and Safety; ISO 14001:2015 
Environmental Management; ISO 9001:2015 Quality 
Management and ISO 3834: part 2 Welding of pipes 
systems. 

Stellar track record
M&D Construction Group’s stellar track record in 
delivering oil and energy infrastructure for lead-
ing companies, including Total and Transnet, while 
working alongside prominent consulting engineer-
ing firms, such as Kantey & Templer Consulting 
Engineers, SiVEST and VGI Consulting, on these 
projects also demonstrates its appetite for complex 
projects. 

Moreover, the group is also an approved vendor 
for Sasol for which it is currently tendering for work, 
while its wholly-owned Mozambique office, which 
will be up-and-running in three months’ time, is posi-
tioned to participate in the large liquid-natural gas 
(LNG) projects in the country.

For example, the group is currently bidding for 
work on one of the largest greenfield LNG facilities 
to have ever been approved. It is an extensive under-
taking that entails building infrastructure to extract 
gas from a field offshore northern Mozambique, 
pumping it onshore and liquefying it, ready for fur-
ther export by LNG tankers. 

This is in addition to a project that will produce, 
liquefy and market natural gas and that will consist of 
the construction of onshore facilities, including two 
LNG trains with a total capacity of 15,2-million t per 
year. 

“We have also recruited seasoned oil and energy 
infrastructure specialists to operate this company. 
They are both former employees of one of South 
Africa’s largest construction companies with exten-
sive experience working in Mozambique. M&D 
Construction Group is also actively pursuing and 
engaging individuals who have left South Africa to 
bolster the group’s ranks. We are in a position where 
we can handpick the ‘best of the best’, considering 
our solid track-record and history,” Raghubir says.

Some of M&D Construction Group’s milestone 
projects in the oil and energy infrastructure market 
include successfully completing the civil works for 
three 6 500 m³ jet fuel storage tanks at OR Tambo 
International Airport and the upgrade of the fire-
fighting system at the ORTAFS.

Moreover, the group upgraded the fire-protection 
system at Transnet’s Kroonstad and Alrode Fuel 
Depots; constructed a pressure-reducing station and 
internal gas pipeline on behalf of PFG Building Glass; 
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and was awarded a contract to build a catch pot tank 
at Total South Africa’s Alrode depot. 

This division also intends participating in the 
construction of wind and solar farms, as well as posi-
tioning itself as the construction partner of choice in 
EPC contracts. It will also deploy its extensive skills 
and experience in structural steel, mechanical, pip-
ing and plate work construction, as well as electrical 
and instrumentation in these markets. 

In addition to targeting the de-construction mar-
ket, M&D Construction Group’s Special Projects 
Division has applied for a license to operate technol-
ogy that turns sludge into resources. The initiative is 
being complemented by a similar project that entails 
using sophisticated techniques to turn wastewa-
ter into resources, as well as the development of 
proprietary turbine, pump and energy efficiency 
technology.

These will bolster M&D Construction Group’s 
already impressive track-record delivering quality 
water infrastructure for public and private-sector cli-
ent bodies.

For example, the group is constructing a 4 km-
long steel pipeline ranging in diameter from 1,5 m 
to 2,5 m diameter in Vereeniging on behalf of Rand 
Water. The project also entails two 1,5 m diameter 
and two 1,4 m diameter hot taps, said to be the larg-
est in the South African market. 

Other milestone projects for this specific client 
body include the R250-million 06 Pipeline and asso-
ciated infrastructure. 

These projects are complemented by, among 
others, M&D Construction Group’s work for Magalies 
Water, namely the 11 km-long and 508 mm diameter 
steel Tuschenkost Mine Pipeline and pump station.

This is in addition to the 43 km-long, 1 m diameter 
steel pipeline from Mafenya Reservoir that the group 
built on behalf of Maseve Investments to Evergreen.

Civil works
Meanwhile, M&D Construction Group continues 
to refine its extensive civil construction capabili-
ties which have also been harnessed by Dr Ruth 
Segomotsi Mompati District Municipality to help 

deliver a new wastewater-treatment works.
The group also undertook the civil works for the 

Koster sewage treatment plant and outfall sewers, as 
well as upgraded and extended the Vaalkop water-
treatment plant 3 and 4 for Magalies Water. 

Other flagship civil-engineering construction proj-
ects that have been successfully completed by the 
group include the very technically complex Aeroton 
Tower on behalf of Johannesburg Water and a 5ML 
reservoir and associated services for Heineken 
South Africa. 

Notably, M&D Construction Group has gained 
an increased share of the declining capacity in the 
South African construction industry. This bears testa-
ment to the skills and capabilities of the group. 

Certainly, being an entrepreneurial owner-led 
business that can respond swiftly to provide solu-
tions is a significant competitive edge. 

Moreover, the group’s focus on only partnering 
with companies and people with who it has syn-
ergies to achieve its mission of “Growing a great 
company with great people and great partnerships” 
is also working. 

The group’s motto of Khula Nathi, which means 
“Grow with us”, is applied both internally amongst its 
team, as well as with sub-contractors and suppliers. 
Importantly, the company demands loyalty and a firm 
commitment to its own core values of “being safe”, 
“doing it right”, “finding the best way” and “doing 
what we say” from all its partners. In turn, they have 
reaped the benefits of this unwavering commitment 
to quality by growing with M&D Construction Group.

Raghubir is generally optimistic about the state 
of the South African construction industry over the 
medium to long term. 

“President Cyril Ramaphosa has laid strong foun-
dations for growth and we should start feeling the 
outcome of these policies over the short to medium 
terms. Certainly, the restructured and refocused 
M&D Construction Group is well positioned to take 
advantage of the upturn when it arrives. This is con-
sidering the growing infrastructure backlog, as well 
as the sheer extent and complexity of the challenge 
at hand,” he concludes. 

https://mining.komatsu/en-za/home
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Designed for large blasthole production 
drilling, Caterpillar’s latest ultra-class drill, 
the MD6380, provides the optimal mix of 
on-board air, feed force, rotary torque and 
machine mobility. With a hole diameter 

FLSmidth takes lab sampling to new heights
With the general decline in ore grades in 
mining, FLSmidth’s market-leading expertise 
in mineral sampling and laboratory automa-
tion holds increasing value to mines.

“The more you understand about the 
characteristics of the ore entering your pro-
cess plant, the better you can treat it,” says 
Martin Matthysen, director, SPA (sampling, 
preparation and analysis), sub-Saharan 
African and Middle East at FLSmidth. “But 

this needs technology that can sample high 
volumes, maintain rapid turnaround times, 
and deliver quality results.”

Only then can plant operators respond 
to laboratory data in real time, which is one 
of the keys to effective plant optimisation. 
With over 30 years experience, FLSmidth 
has been a pioneer in laboratory systems 
integration, as well as driving automation in 
the laboratory environment.

“ O u r  p a r t i c u l a r 
expertise in laboratory 
automation is now rec-
ognised world-wide,” 
says Matthysen. “This is 
why we have supplied 
95% of all automated 
laborator ies to the 
global mining industry 
constructed over the 
past dozen years or so.”

The company’s offer-
ings address all stages 

of mines’ sampling and analysis require-
ments. It designs solutions for exploration 
and ore characterisation, grade control, pro-
cess plants and port shipment. The highest 
quality equipment is sourced and applied 
to a laboratory solution to achieve accurate 
sampling, effective sample preparation and 
detailed sample analysis. 

Each laboratory design is unique, he 
emphasises, as it must suit each custom-
er’s particular operating conditions and 
strategic goals. The design process there-
fore demands close collaboration with 
the customer and a detailed examination 
of mined material and process demands. 
This ensures that the laboratory generates 
exactly the type of analytical data that the 
plant operators require.

“With our world-class mineral research 
and testing facilities, we are constantly 
pioneering innovations that add value to 
customers,” he says. “Our automated solu-
tions also offer consistency and traceability, 
while improving ergonomics and eliminating 
hazards to laboratory personnel.” 

range of 251 to 381 mm, single-pass hole 
depth of 19,8 m and multi-pass hole depth 
of 39,5 m, the new drill is designed for large 
scale mining.

The MD6380 powertrain is designed 
to efficiently manage loads gen-
erated by the compressor and 
hydraulics, delivering superior 
fuel economy. The MD6380 
compressor is configured with 
electronic regulation and vari-
able volume air control, allowing 
the driller to perfectly match 
compressor output to drill tool 
and application needs. It also 
lowers stand-by pressures while 
the machine is in idle, further 
improving fuel efficiency.

The MD6380 is capable of 
pulldown force of 49 895 kg and 
rotation torque of as much as 20 
880 Nm. The proven Cat 3512C 
diesel engine produces 960 kW 
and delivers emissions perfor-
mance equivalent to U.S. EPA 
Tier 2 and EU Stage II. The pow-
ertrain offers extended durability 
and high availability to help boost 
utilisation and lower costs.

The MD6380 is controlled 
through proven Cat electronics. 

New Cat ultra-class surface mining drill

The MD6380 is capable of pulldown force of 49 895 kg and rotation torque 
of as much as 20 880 Nm.

Integrated machine protective features 
and interlocks help keep operators safe 
and the machine up and running by pre-
venting potential failures or misuse. With 
Cat Electronic Technician, troubleshooting 
is quick and easy. Drill electronics also pro-
vide a common platform for the integration 
of automation solutions.

The MD6380 features a spacious cab 
that offers superior operator comfort and 
machine control. Intuitive multifunction 
joystick controls and touchscreens pro-
mote efficient operation. Display screens 
are adjustable to suit the driller’s reach 
and line of sight. The driller can easily tram 
from a seated position. With a full-length 
driller window, large pane glass around the 
cab and four standard high-definition cam-
eras, operators have excellent views of key 
areas. 

The machine also features Drill Assist, 
which delivers automated functions includ-
ing auto level, auto retract jacks, auto raise 
and lower mast, and auto drill. The drill 
depth monitoring system helps to reduce 
both over- and under-drilling.

The MD6380 incorporates Cat Terrain 
for drilling. The proven MineStar technology 
provides precise hole location, produc-
tion reporting and strata reporting. Terrain 
seamlessly connects to Cat Command, 
offering a path to remote operation and 
autonomous drilling. 

State-of-the-art automated zinc laboratory at Vedanta’s Gamsberg Mine.
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With its custom-designed transfer point 
solutions at mines across Africa, Weba 
Chute Systems has proved its chutes in 
commodities from platinum and gold to 
coal and copper.

In addition to mining hotspots includ-
ing Ghana, Mali, the Democratic Republic 
of Congo (DRC), Zambia, Zimbabwe and 
Botswana, Weba Chute Systems have 
been installed in countries like Tanzania, 
Mauritania and Eritrea. Authorised Weba 
Chute Systems agents are deployed to 
support customers in key countries, while 
technical experts from the company’s head 
office in Germiston, Gauteng, are on call to 
assist. 

“Mines across the continent have rec-
ognised the value of our custom-designed 
chutes,” says Wade Vandenberg, Weba 
Chute Systems’ technical advisor Africa. 
“Not only do these operations gain the 
benefits of controlled material flow in their 
operations, but they experience first-hand 
how our engineering design extends wear 

Leading global mining-tech company 
IMDEX is grappling with industry issues 
to improve exploration drilling productiv-
ity rates that have not moved significantly 
for 30 years – just as the mining indus-
try searches deeper and deeper for new 
deposits.

IMDEX global product manager Nick 
Payne says more money than ever is being 
spent on drilling programmes without 
achieving better outcomes. Speaking at the 
annual Xploration Technology Symposium 
in Vancouver in January, Payne said more 
time was being spent to drill less and to find 
less .

“It is taking us longer to complete drill 
programmes as holes get deeper and by 
extension taking us longer to evaluate a 
discovery,” he said in his address. “We are 
now drilling deeper than ever before; we 
are looking for deposits that are 500 m to 
1 000 m deep because we have found the 
shallow deposits.”

IMDEX’s aim is to drive change through 
research and development that delivers 
innovations allowing drilling contractors 
and mining companies to test more tar-
gets, decrease the time it takes to define a 
resource and improve exploration activity.

It has developed IMDEX COREVIBE, 
IMDEX MAGHAMMER and IMDEX 
XTRACTA technologies to optimise the 
drilling process by increasing drilling 
speeds, time spent drilling and reducing 
overall drilling costs.

IMDEX COREVIBE is an energy pulse-
assisted drilling method which harnesses 
water that is being pumped down the drill 
rod. “It is an attachment to the top of you 
core barrel which creates a vibration in the 
core barrel and into the drill bit, delivering 
a micro-hammering effect and 
this gives about a 30 per cent 
increase in productivity in 
drilling,” Payne said.

 “It increases the penetra-
tion rate of your drilling and 
helps working core blockages 
through were normally you 
would have to stop and pull 
the rod; the vibration helps 
clear the core blockage.”

IMDEX XTRACTA is a 
retractable core barrel that 
allows drillers to inspect and/
or change the drill bit each 
time the core is retrieved. 
“This means there is a pro-

IMDEX’s aim is to drive change through research and development that delivers 
innovations allowing drilling contractors and mining companies to test more targets.

New technology to sweep away old drilling habits duction gain because you never have to 
pull rods to change the bit. It reduces the 
risk of a hole collapsing and gives the driller 
chance to be a bit more aggressive and to 
experiment with drill bit types,” Payne said.

IMDEX MAGHAMMER uses a new hybrid 
drilling technique, which combines rotary 
diamond drilling with fluid driven percus-
sive drilling to achieve higher penetration 
rates compared to conventional coring.

IMDEX XTRACTA will be available in 
the market by end of 2020 and IMDEX 
COREVIBE by mid-2020. Field trials are 
continuing with IMDEX MAGHAMMER. 

Weba chutes prove themselves on African mines
life and reduces maintenance downtime.”

He highlights that better dust control – a 
key part of health and safety policies in the 
mining sector – is another important benefit 
that Weba chutes bring to an operation. 

“Our state-of-the-art digital engineering 
design facilities and expertise makes use 
of the latest technologies to simulate the 
specific material flow conditions in each 
customer’s application,” says 
Vandenberg. “This allows us 
to apply our philosophy that 
no two chute designs are 
identical, and to scientifically 
accommodate exact flow char-
acteristics into our design.”

Discrete element model-
ling allows close control over 
the flow of material through 
the chute. This minimises tur-
bulence reducing the levels 
of dust created in the work-
ing area. It also cuts spillage 
levels, which in turn means a 

saving of valuable material and less time 
spent on cleaning activities.

“We work towards the ISO dust manage-
ment standards, supporting our customers 
in managing health and safety in this critical 
area of transfer points,” says Izak Potgieter, 
systems manager at Weba Chute Systems. 
“Our testing measures dust down to 
0,03 micron particles, to make sure that 
our designs meet stringent health-related 
targets.” 

Weba chute systems at Frontier Mine, on the Zambia/DRC border.
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Taking advantage of the mining industry slowdown over the 
Christmas period, Booyco Electronics equipped another South 
African platinum mine with its latest Level-9 Ready PDS system.

According to Pieter Wolfaardt, chief operating officer at Booyco 
Electronics, the rapid installation and commissioning was an impor-
tant compliance step for the mine, and was achieved with minimal 
impact on its productivity.

“The industry is hard at work to meet Level 9 compliance by 
the end of 2020,” Wolfaardt says. “By working through the annual 
slowdown, we were able to avoid disrupting the production cycle 
while further enhancing the mine’s safety levels.”

Booyco Electronics has been a leader in developing and testing 
proximity detection systems that incorporate collision avoidance 

Weir Minerals has announced the global 
launch of its Accumin lubricators, follow-
ing international demand for the grease 
lubrication which has been ensuring opti-
mal performance for equipment such as 
Warman slurry pumps in APAC since 2014. 

Across more than 100 sites, the Accumin 
lubrication system has proven to be an effi-
cient way of preventing expensive bearing 
assembly failures. It reduces maintenance 
downtime and promotes safety by decreas-
ing the amount of manual interface to keep 
equipment performing. 

“At Weir Minerals, we make the market 
leading slurry pump for mining applications, 
but we can’t always control what happens 
when it gets to site. Between dust, overflow 
and gland seal leaks, lubrication is a vital 
tool in the constant battle to keep machin-
ery going,” says Michael Roinich, Accumin 
specialist at Weir Minerals.

Having an Accumin lubrication system 
fitted prevents over and under greasing, 
protects equipment from bearing failures 
and frees up man hours for more critical 
tasks. 

“When we offer Weir Minerals equip-
Accumin lubrication systems prevents over or under 
greasing, protecting equipment from bearing failures.

Weir Minerals launches Accumin lubricators ment with an Accumin lubrication system 
installed, what we are really doing is giving 
that equipment its best shot at a long and 
productive working life,” he says.

Made in Germany, Accumin canis-
ters are produced in 125 cm³ gas driven, 
120 cm³, 250 cm³ and 500 cm³ electro-
mechanically driven configurations and 
can be deployed up to 5 m away from 
the lubrication point, allowing easy and 
efficient access to the mount. The electro-
mechanical driven lubricator dispenses a 
consistent dosage of lubricant, regardless 
of ambient temperature. The system deliv-
ers 6 bar of operating pressure and can be 
easily monitored via an LCD display, flash-
ing LED alert system and a transparent 
grease cartridge. 

“Designed to meet the arduous 
demands of the mining industry, Accumin 
single-point lubricators set the global 
standard for lubricating Warman pumps 
and other grease-lubricated, mission-crit-
ical mining equipment supplied by Weir 
Minerals. We are excited to share our 
market-leading, best-practice system with 
mines around the world who are embracing 
new technologies to simplify their opera-
tions,” Roinich says. 

Booyco Electronics brings mine up to speed with PDS regulations

Booyco Electronics’ latest Level 9 ready collision avoidance system.

technology and comply with the required Level 9 standard. At this 
level, electronic systems are required to take mechanical control of 
trackless mining machinery (TMM) and automatically slow it down 
or bring these to a stop when detecting a dangerous and significant 
risk situation.

The recent contract involved equipping 35 underground 
vehicles with Booyco CXS PDS systems, the third and latest gen-
eration of Booyco Electronics’ offering. It included the fitment of 
595 Exsence cap lamps, complete with intelligent buzzers and CXS 
tags, for pedestrians. Testing facilities for all equipment were also 
installed – in the form of test stations for lamps and vehicles – to 
ensure every item is fully functional before going underground.

“Great teamwork from our Rustenburg branch – led by our area 
manager Carel Snyman – in collaboration with the mine’s staff 
allowed us to respond immediately to the mine’s order and collec-
tively complete the installation and commissioning in just 19 days,” 
Wolfaardt says. 

Among the vehicles on which the Booyco CXS equipment was 
installed were load-haul-dumpers (LHDs), utility vehicles and per-
sonnel carriers, as well as a rock breaker, an ambulance and a road 
grader.

Wolfaardt highlights that training is a vital element in ensuring 
that PDS equipment is used effectively. Skilled training person-
nel from Booyco Electronics were able to train 50 TMM operators 
and 407 pedestrians before the mine resumed full operations in 
January 2020. 
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AECI’s acquisition of Brazilian explosives business finalised
In September 2018 AECI acquired an explo-
sives business near Lorena, in the Brazilian 
state of São Paulo, for a cash consideration 
of US$6,3-million. 

The transaction was realised through a 
judicial recovery (business rescue) process 
and was conditional on certain conditions 
precedent being fulfilled. One such con-
dition was the transfer of all operating 
licences to the AECI Group. The transfer 
was completed at end-February 2020 and 
the business is now being operated by the 
group. The US$6,3-million consideration is 
expected to be settled by 30 June 2020.

The acquisition of Brazil’s Dinacon 
includes 100% ownership of a bulk emulsion 
and packaged explosives manufacturing 

plant, together with the explosives operating 
licences, as well as distribution and storage 
facilities. It is the first of its kind for AECI in 
Latin America (LatAm) and is a good growth 
platform for the Group’s Mining business into 
the rest of LatAm. This is in line with AECI’s 
intent to continue expanding the geographic 
footprint of its Mining strategic growth pillar.

The Lorena facilities currently serve 
mainly the Brazilian construction and civil 
blasting industry and has had limited expo-
sure to the large mining sector. Under AECI’s 
ownership there are significant opportuni-
ties to grow the business by leveraging the 
Group’s experience in underground and sur-
face mining, as well as its relationships with 
global mining customers. 

Orders have already been placed by major 
South African coal miners for Sandvik’s new 
LS312 flameproof underground loader with 
the first active units due to start rolling off 
the production line in the second quarter 
of 2020.

The first active units will start rolling 
off the local production line in the sec-
ond quarter of 2020, according to Richard 
Hickson, product support manager at 
Sandvik Mining and Rock Technologies. 

“The LS312 loader is an enhanced 
12-tonne (t) high-capacity heavy-duty utility 
vehicle, building on the best features of our 
10-t LS190 and 12-t LS190S models,” says 
Hickson. “This raises the bar once more in 
terms of better performance, reduced emis-
sions and lower total cost of ownership.”

Powered by the C7.1 mechanical engine, 
the new generation LS312 complies with 
Tier II emission standards while ensuring 
quieter and more efficient operation. 

“Customers’ productivity will benefit 
from increased engine performance, with 
20% higher torque and 8% more power,” he 
says. “The lower rpm at which the machine 
can run also translates into less engine 
wear and lower emission levels.”

Hickson highlights that the new design 
continues to include a focus on reliability 
and easier maintenance. The drivetrain 
has been enhanced with a 12 t axle, and 
the structural integrity of the front frame 
strengthened. Maintenance crews will 
have easier access to hydraulic test points, 
which are now located in a panel on the 
side of the machine, making for safer work-
ing practices. In addition, the improved 
cooling system will further reduce mainte-
nance time.

The product also offers an optional 
electronic shutdown system, providing 

Sandvik’s new generation LS312 loader launched in SA
easier fault diagnosis, reducing mean time 
to repair.  

With the industry driven 
need for collection of 

Orders are already placed by major South African 
coal miners for Sandvik’s new LS312 flameproof 

underground loader.

machine and opera-
tional information, the 
Sandvik LS312 LHD offers an 
onboard data monitoring capability 
allowing for transfer of information via the 
mine’s Wi-Fi network and management 
through the My Sandvik Cloud platform.  

 “Safety is paramount in all our designs, 
and a proximity detection interface is now 
provided as standard,” he says. “The lower 
frame design – facilitating improved visibil-

ity for the operator – has been retained 
in the LS312.” 

www.alliedcranehire.co.za
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Trafo Power Solutions is supplying dry-type 
transformers to the Tippler 3 Project at the 
Saldanha iron ore load-out station. 

The company is supplying specialised 
transformers for the Tippler 3 project at 
the iron ore load-out station. Factory-
acceptance testing was completed in 

Applied voltage test during routine testing, being conducted 
on the LV windings of the transformer.

Specialised dry-type transformers for Saldanha port upgrade
December 2019, according to Trafo Power 
Solutions MD David Claassen. Delivery to 
site is scheduled for February 2020.

The construction of a third tippler at 
the Saldanha Bay port is to sustain iron 
ore export volumes of 60-million tonnes 
(t) per year when the existing tipplers are 
refurbished in future. It will integrate with 
the rail system bringing ore via the 860 km 
line from mines in the Northern Cape. Key 
aspects of the new infrastructure comprise 
the 285-t tippler itself, a loading vault below 
ground and a conveyor tunnel. New build-
ings, service roads, bridges, railway lines, 
conveyors, lighting and bulk electrical sup-
ply infrastructure are also part of Transnet’s 
upgrade project.

Trafo Power Solutions’ contract was 
for the design, supply and commissioning 
of five dry-type transformers. There are 
two 1000 kVA units and a 3 150 kVA unit, 
both stepping down from 11 kV to 400 V. 
The other two units are 3 500 kVA and 
4 500 kVA capacity respectively, taking 
11 kV to 3,3 kV.

To resist the corrosive sea air, all the 
transformer enclosures will be manufac-
tured from 3CR12 grade of stainless steel. 

The enclosures are also to be IP33-rated 
to ensure a high level of ingress protection 
against moisture and dust.

“The enclosure design also incorporates 
cable boxes and Type C, totally enclosed 
plug-in bushings for the terminations,” he 
says. “This provides a boot covering which 
is touch-potential safe, and also provides 
for efficient plug-and-play installation.”

This is a significant improvement on 
the regular lug and bolt copper connec-
tion, which would just be shrouded by a 
heat-shrunk material. The special termina-
tions also facilitate easier maintenance or 
removal.

“The units will provide the medium-
voltage supply for the Tippler 3 project 
and its associated infrastructure, including 
equipment like conveyors,” he says. “All the 
transformers will be supplying non-linear 
load to a certain extent, so they have been 
designed with a K-factor of four.” 

The K-factor is a measure of a transform-
er’s ability to withstand the heating effects 
of non-sinusoidal harmonic currents cre-
ated by electronic equipment. The higher 
the K-factor, the greater the harmonic heat-
ing effects. 

Kwatani is supplying four heavy duty vibrat-
ing screens and 10 feeders, all engineered 
for tonnage, to help boost throughput at a 
Northern Cape manganese mine. 

According to Kwatani  CEO Kim 
Schoepflin, the large-scale equipment 
is custom-designed and engineered for 
tonnage to meet the mine’s challenging 
operational requirements.

Manganese mine ups tonnage with Kwatani vibrating screens
“Manganese ore is very demanding on 

vibrating screens as it has a high specific 
gravity and is also very abrasive,” says 
Schoepflin. “Our machines are engineered 
to perform the application’s duty require-
ment while being robust enough to deliver 
maximum uptime.”

The units being supplied include a 
3,6 m double-deck scalping screen, a 3 m 

double-deck screen, a 2,4 m screen 
and a 1,8 m dewatering screen. A 
leading local OEM that has designed 
and engineered vibrating screens for 
over four decades, Kwatani has built 
a reputation for world-class expertise 
and capability.

“Customers choose us for our engi-
neering track record – developing 
technology that can manage the ton-
nages they require,” she says. “This 
means understanding each mine’s 
specific conditions, and then building 
a design to meet a range of complex 
mechanical and metallurgical factors.”

The order to the mine is being 
The newly manufactured manganese screen waiting to be 
transported from Kwatani to the customer.

rolled out on time and on specification 
to the customer’s satisfaction, says COO 
Kenny Mayhew-Ridgers. He highlights that 
on-time delivery of a fit-for-purpose product 
is as vital as its reliable operation. 

“The efficiency and quality of our work 
process allows us to design, manufacture 
and deliver custom-designed screens in the 
same timeframes that other OEMs deliver 
standard models,” says Mayhew-Ridgers. 

This is particularly demanding as cus-
tom-designed equipment undergoes an 
intensive design process after being veri-
fied by rigorous finite element analysis 
in-house. Prior to dispatch all units endure 
intensive testing before being commis-
sioned on a customer’s site. 

For this reason, Kwatani boasts its own 
in-house advanced testing facilities at its 
Kempton Park facility. Aligned to ISO 9001 
standards, the testing protocols have been 
developed in-house with decades of expe-
rience. This allows full testing similar to 
cold commissioning, even before delivery 
to site. 
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New MK-42 dump truck launched
GHH has launched its new MK-42 dump 
truck, offering up to 45 000 kg payload, 
19-24 m³ dump volume, maximum drive 
power, great turning radius, large dumping 
angle and excellent ergonomics and safety. 

The MK-42 has a streamlined, innovative 
product design which just received the Red 
Dot Design Award. The  460 kW Mercedes 
OM473 forms the engine basis, fulfilling 
the latest emission standards according to 
Stage V. GHH also offers Tier 3 and 4 ver-
sions. Alternatively the Volvo TAD1651 or 
1671 is available. 

The vehicle rests on Kessler axles with 
an oscillating articulation and front axle 
suspension. The power is transmitted by a 
converter and gearbox combination from 
the Dana 8000 series. The MK-42 with pay-

load up to 45 t, is designed for use in harsh 
environments, especially in underground 
hardrock mining applications. Its dimen-
sions are surprisingly compact at 3 062 x 
10 535 x 2 719 mm (WxLxH). Thanks to the 
large dumping angle of 68 degrees, high 
efficiencies in productivity are fully sup-
ported by improved cycle time.

Special emphasis was placed on a safe 
and simple design in the best sense of the 
word: low maintenance and repair costs are 
a core discipline of the manufacturer, with 
operator safety and comfort in mind through 
the entire design process. The ROPS/FOPS 
certified cab is ergonomically designed to 
be spacious, quiet, pressurised and effec-
tively air-conditioned, to ensure maximum 
operator comfort while minimising fatigue. 

And the strategically placed trainer seat 
provides for effective operator training 
maximizing the outputs and minimizing time 
spent on training.

The new MK-42 fits seamlessly into the 
manufacturer’s range of dump trucks. It has 
the perfect partner in GHH´s LF-14 Loader 
with three pass loading. Extensive consult-
ing, aftermarket support, parts sales and 
technical training are just a few of the ser-
vices GHH offers to all customers all over 
the world. 

The MK-42 has a streamlined, innovative product design 
which just received the Red Dot Design Award.

Leveraging decades of industry experience 
and its in-house design expertise, MBE 
Minerals has been strengthening its foot-
print of vibrating screens across a range of 
commodities.

Sales manager Graham Standers says 
the company has recently supplied 15 new 
screens to mining customers in coal, dia-
monds, iron ore and manganese. These 
operations are based in South Africa, 
Botswana and Australia. MBE Minerals has 
also fully refurbished a further four screens 
to “as-new” condition as they approached 
the end of their planned lifecycle.

“We place high priority on design capac-
ity to ensure that every screen suits the 
application and material it must screen,” 
says Standers. “Five of the screens sup-
plied were newly designed to suit changing 
customer needs and processes.”

Each screen is designed by the com-

MBE screen footprint grows across commodities

Test run on an MBE Minerals dewatering screen.

pany’s design office, and the design is then 
confirmed by finite element analysis (FEA) 
through specialised software using data 
from the drawing model. 

“We have also introduced a range of 
screens designed specifically for fine coal 
dewatering, using a design which has 
proven to be cost effective, efficient and 
reliable,” he says. “Focus was placed on the 
design of the screen deck support system 
and screen drive, with a view to reducing 
downtime by minimising maintenance and 
enhancing reliability.”

The design is efficient in terms of the 
required spares stockholding, further reduc-
ing the screen’s overall lifecycle costs.

“Our unique T-Lock pinless panel fasten-
ing system for polyurethane screen panels 
also reduces the need to hold spares in 
stock significantly, while reducing the chan-
geout time for screen panels,” he says.

Technical and sales staff conduct regu-
lar on-site visits to customers to carry out 
inspections of equipment in operation. The 
teams report on equipment condition and 
performance, and provide customers with 
value-adding feedback and advice.

MBE Minerals – previously known as 
Hum boldt Wedag – has been designing, 
manufacturing, installing and servicing 
vibrating screens in southern Africa for 
over 40 years.

“Our record for reliability is well known, 
with some of our units having been in ser-
vice for over 20 years,” says Standers. 

www.transcor.co.za
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W
hile in our lifetimes many of us 
have seen deep retracements in 
markets partnered with elevated 
price volatility, none of us have 

seen anything like the market reaction to 
the Covid-19 pandemic. In recent memory, 
these extended selloffs have not only pro-
vided good buying opportunities for both 
the underlying commodity and the mining 
stocks but have created market disloca-
tions that offer generational opportunities 
for high returns within a de-risked invest-
ment environment.

These generational opportunities have 
arisen because the mining sector differs 
significantly from other sectors for a vari-
ety of reasons and risks. One peculiarity 
of the sector is that mining companies, as 
price-takers, may today, with unchanged 
operational performance and through no 

Mining sector investors face generational 
opportunities for high returns

The Covid-19 pandemic has had a devastating effect on economies and markets 
around the world. Market participants have sought refuge in the USD, to the detri-
ment of most other asset classes. The resultant selloff within the mining sector, 
with its high volatility and low liquidity, has spared no one. By Sean Browne.

action of their own, generate (say) 60% of 
the revenue they might have been generat-
ing 30 days ago. Consequently, as mining 
sector investors, we invest in companies 
that all have a constantly changing revenue 
line over which they have limited control, 
which in turn feeds directly through to the 
bottom line.

This key characteristic of the sector 
results in the performance of mining stocks 
being leveraged to the performance of the 
underlying commodity being produced. In 
times of great stress in the market, as we 
are witnessing today, we see this lever-
age effect overextend. The result is a great 
market dislocation between the prevailing 
commodity price and the publicly traded 
stock price.

Our private equity investment thesis and 
structuring approach at Acrux Resources 
is driven by a keen understanding of the 
implications of this market dislocation and 
thus the investment opportunities that arise 
from it. To benefit from the dislocation, we 
reduce commodity price risk by hedging, 
whilst simultaneously buying the producing 
company. This has the effect of capturing 
the value in the dislocation and, at the same 
time, de-risking the deployment of capital.

Cash flow generation
With forecast cash flow generation more 
certain as a result of the hedge program, 
suitable leverage can be raised against 
the transaction to further maximise equity 

Sean Browne, director at Acrux Resources

returns. Due to the dislocation, the predict-
able cashflows are sufficient to return all 
capital to the debt and equity capital pro-
viders within the appropriate commodity 
hedge period, thereby skewing the risk/
return profiles for those capital providers. 
Once done, our equity partners are then 
left with an effective “free” call option on 
an unhedged mining business.

With the investment financially de-
risked, the risk that capital providers are 
really exposed to is the operational perfor-
mance of the underlying business. Acrux 
has always addressed this risk by imple-
menting a rigorous bottom-up approach to 
assess the technical and operational viabil-
ity of each investment opportunity. This is 
done to ensure that a deep understanding 
of the operational risks and opportunities 
of each investment is developed. This pro-
cess is driven by our experienced technical 
team, who act as first-line gatekeepers to 
any investments we undertake.

We at Acrux are currently actively moni-
toring a selection of mining companies and 
assets that are technically sound and have 
competent operational management teams, 
to identify investment opportunities that 
will offer our partners generational oppor-
tunities for high returns within a de-risked 
investment environment. As we saw in 
previous market routs, the markets will over-
extend, and the dislocation will materialise. 
We will be ready to provide our partners 
with these investment opportunities. 
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